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TWENTY-NINT- H

GOVERfjOR

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO,

between that company and the striking telegraphers.
Officials of the telegraphers' union
seen today declined to either affirm or
deny the rumors that negotiations are
on with the telegraph companies for
a compromise of the strike. President
S. J. Small, the head of the strlkrsc'
organization. Is still in tbe city. The
strikers insist that they are In a position to carry ';on the struggle Indefinitely, thoiigh i,t J reported that the
strike funds are running low and that
considerable
dissatisfaction
exists
among the membership at what is
considered the unfair method ofi doling out the fund to striken who have
no other means of subsistence,
Shooting Ilecord Smashed.
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 12. Fred
Gilbert, the champion trap shot of
the world, broke 100 targets. straight
today under the most trying condi- NEGLECT OF SIMPLE
GRAVE CHARGE AGAINST
tions. He also broke the ground recand Sup- ord
of the Spokane Rod and Gun club
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
PRECAUTIONS FATAL
by making a run of 123 without a
Up Matter of mias. This was
made In the third and
last day's session of the Pacific Coast
a Constitution handicap. The shooting was dono in Nathan Straus Sounds Warn- Idaho Senator Alleges Coercion
a drizzling rain.

CURRY hi OVES

DEADLY GEF!

on

Non-Partis-

an

for Submission to

Conference Called.

Congress-Import- ant

PRESIDENT ASKS GOVERNOR TO
CONFERENCE IN ST. LOUIS WHEN
STATEHOOD WILL BE THE TOPIC
ISpaclal

Dbjpatch to the Mnrnlnc Journal.) ers would purchase
sixty thousand
acres of land around Las Vegas. It Is
the intention of Voliva to reorganize
Zlon City, which was rent asunder by
Doyvle. and Instead of instituting it
upon a manufacturing basis, to make

Santa Fe, Sept. 12. Governor
Curry received a letter yesterday from
President Roosevelt inquiring whether
tie could meet the president at St.
Louis and go with him on his boat,
to Memphis on the 2nd of October.
Governor Curry Mated this morning
that he would avail himself of Jhe opportunity afforded to have a talk with
the president on the statehood question and would go from St. Louis
down to Memphis on the president's
boat In order to present his views to
the president fully and talk the matter over with him. The governor Is
In favor of single statehood for New
Mexico and' is going to use his influence with the president in that direction.
Governor Currv Is going about the
statehood matter carefully and Is going to consult with the prominent men
of the territory who are In favor of
statehood as to the proper course to
be pursued. He stated that he would
be pleased to hear from any one concerning the question arid would like
to get the Ideas of representatives of
the press on this subject. He has not
yet decided whether he will call the
delegates elected at the general election last fall together for the purpose
of framing a constitution or not. He
has arranged for an interview with
A. A. Jones, chairman of the territorial Democratic committee, and H, O.
Bursum, chairman of the territorial
Republican committee to take the
matter up this week and devise some
plan whereby the matter can be taken
up in such a way that It will be nonpartisan. The governor realizes that
there must be united' action If anything Is to be accomplished along this
line, and he is in favor of framing a
constitution and submitting it to congress with a view of securing admission at the coming session. He is of
opinion that if we submit a constitution which will be acceptable to the
leaders In congress they might be impressed favorably enough to pass an
enabling act and give us statehood
earlier than we would be able to get
It otherwise.
There Is no provision for the payment of either salaries or expenses of
the delegates to a constitutional convention, and the delegates would be
obliged to pay their own expenses and
trust to the action of congress for reimbursement, but that is not likely to
stand In the way of holding a constitutional convention.
The first thing to be done, If possible, is to get the support of the president. Without his support a single
statehood measure would be a difficult
one to get through congress. It Is
necessary, also, to have the support of
nil of the friends of statehood. an1 to
this end the movement must be ir de
and a serious que'' on
with the governor is whether the i"
elected at
the lust elec Ion
should be called together or whe 'icr
some plan should be devised whep-hthe representation of the two parties
should be more evenly balanced In the
convention, and it I for the purpose
of getting the Idea's of the chairmen
of the two great parties in regard to
ibis matter thut he has requested an
Interview with them so that he may
come to gome conclusion as to the details. A convention will be called for
the purpose of forming a constitution,
the governor will do all In his power
to secure single statehood for New
Mexico, but the details remain to be
worked out. This, briefly, is the statehood situation as It stands today.
trip through the
On his recent
northern part of the territory the governor met tnanv people who have recently arrived In New Mexico to make
their homes. He says that a great
majority of them are in favor of
statehood, and he believes that statehood would lie a great boon for New
Mexico at thin time.
iiOVFRXOU TALKS IN TltlXIDAD
OF STATLIIOOD AM) LAXOS
The following Is from the Trinidad
Chronicle-New- s
of Tuesday:
Governor George Curry of New
Mexico was In Trinidad today for several hours While here he talked with
the newspaper men and gave some
light on several of the problems with
which the New Mexican people are
concerned.
Governor Curry said In regard to
the single statehood proposition:
"All of the ieonJe of New Mexico
are strongly In favor of single statehood, and will make a strenuous effort to hHve a bill admitting New
Mexico to the union passed at th
next session of congress. Of course
we expert Colorado people to help u
as they have always done. The people of Arizona are against Joint state
jiood more ao than we of New Mexico.
The president made many friend
when he gave up the Idea of having
the two territories admitted Jointly.
"The limber lands Investigation Is
not as sensational aa the newspaper
have made It," he continued.
"There have been some Irregularities In the selling of these lands which
the government deeded to the territory, but I am Inclined to believe that
It was due to technical errors more
than to any Intention of graft. I believe that the matter will be settled
without anybody being seriously hurt
In character."
The governor If Inclined to believe
that the advent of th Zionists Into'
New Mexico will mean much to that
He mtld that a deal had
territory.
been practically consummated at La
Vegas whereby Vollva and his follow
n,

.

i

WEALTHY JAPANESE
KILLED BY LOCOMOTIVE
Seattle, Wash.. Sept. 12. Matajlro
Taukuno, president of the Oriental-America- n
bank, and president of the
Oriental Trading company, and one
of the best known and wealthiest and
most Influential Japanese residents of
Seattle, was instantly killed today by
being hit by a Great Northern switch
engine In front of the Great Northern
dock at Smith Cove,

BUTTE COPPER
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Indiana nolis. Ind.. Sept. 12. Abe
Attell. of Sun Francisco, wan given the
decision over Jimmie Walsh, of Chelsea. Mass.. In a
bout here

Mil
LÉ1AI

ten-rou-

tonWht.

lil.ick Man Too .Much for Sailor.
Bridgeport. Conn., Sept. 12. Jack
Johnson, the colored heavyweight, outfought Sailor Hurke before the Liberty
Athletic club here tonight. The fight
lasted six rounds, and the colored
man. who outweighed the sailor, landed some terrific
blows, flooring his
man several times.

VESSEL TURNED BACK
TO AVOID BLOODSHED

CAUSE OF DISASTER AT
QUEBEC STILL MYSTERY

Coroner's Inoiiesl Finds All Necessary
Precautions Were Observed.

could not state the real cause of the
fall of the Quebec bridge, but deOttawa, Canada, Sept. 12. Advices
clared that, according to the evidence
adduced, all the necessary precautions from Vancouver state that the mayor
were t.'lkell.
of Vancouver has warned the captain
of the steamer Monteagle, which has
Score Killed by Avalanche.
Milan, Sept. 12. Twenty person-- i on board 114 Japanese, 149 Chinese
who fled to refuge in a vacant house and 941
Hindus, that he would be unduring a violent storm raging near able to guarantee
a safe landing there,
Kep.iislr, Switzerland, were crushed because
the unionista have expressed
to death when an enormous avalanche a
determination
to
resist the immigrawas started and swept down upon the
tion of any more Asiatic laborers. The
house.
vessel
turned
back
to Victoria, where
The house was crushed like an eggshell, ami all of the occupants were the Asiatics were landed.
bulled In the debris,
Plan to Ship Hindus to Ottawa.
Seattle, Wash. Sept. 12. A special
from Vancouver says that with a substarted by Mayor Bethune,
ENDS IN MISTRIAL scription
It was planned yesterday to ship to
Ottawa on a chartered train the 941
(Sperlnl iHapntch to the Miirnliif Journal. t Hindus, who arrived on the steamer
MIontcugle.
steamship company,
Sania Fe, N. M.. Sept. 12. In the fearing troubleThehere
turned the steam(United States court today the Jury In er
to
back
Victoria.
the case of the United States vs LuJapanese
on the steamer were
The
cero reported to Judge McFle Vfiat It landed there yesterday.
Lust night
was unable to agree. The Jvrry was an attempt
was made to land the
discharged
conüímed
unand
case
the
the case before the jury and presented til the next term of court The de- Hindus. An Immense crowd gathered
anil the officials, fearing to let the
the indictments in blank which he inwas charged witLr perjury In Hindus
face the crowd alone and unsisted the Jurors should sign before he fendant
making
a
alTidavitio
false
a
pension
protected, held them on the vessel all
would leave the room.
Similar affi- application.
'V
by
night,
be
prepared
announcing that they would be
other
davits are to
case will coftieiip for trial at
today.
members of the recent grand jury, theThe
March term of iLÍie court here. landed
according to the attorneys in the ca.se. This
The
labor unions yesterday
was the only lniled States case served white
days' notice on the emtried at this term of the United States ployers thirty
of the orientals to replace the
court, which closed this morning.
foreigners with white labor. Refusal
New .Mounted Policeman.
Is to be met with strikes and boySanta Fe, N. M Sept. 12. A com cotts.
mission was issued this morning to J.
i'.. .npier or i otiax county, as a mem.
.Japanese Press Deplores Incident.
ber of the mounted police of the terSept. 12. The Jl.i. In a lendritory. He was appointed to till the ingTokio,
to be published tomorvacancy caused by the resignation of row, editorial,
greatly deplores the fact that an
F. R. Vance.
The commission dated Incident similar to that
of San Franfrom September 7. 1Ü07.
I
cisco has occurred
at Vancouver,
Is
part
which
of the territory of an
P H I LA D
HAS
ally of Japan. The JIJI believes the
trouble at Vancouver was occasioned
TRACTION MUDDLE by the Increased arrival of Japanese
laborers from Hawaii after the
th .exclusion
measure,
Cap
Affairs of Company
by tut 'government at Washington,
coupled with contagion of
Lines Approaching Crisis.
sentiment rampant on the Pacific
coast of the United States. This had
Philadelphia, Sept. 12. The belief fanned Into flame an
senIs general that a crisis Is at hand In timent which had existed for several
SAN FRANCISCO HOLDS
the affairs of the Philadelphia Rapid years in British Columbia and yvhloh
Transit company, which controls the had only been prevented from assumONE MORE SMALL RIOT street railway facilities of this city. ing legal form by the attitude of the
For some time there has been a steady-declin- dominion government.
The paper,
In the prices of shares on the however, emphasizes the fact that the
local
Exchange
a
In
culminating
Stock
Vancouver,
outbreak
at
like that at
Non-UniMan Accused of In- sudden break from 22
to 19
Sun Francisco, Is only local,
on Tuesday.
Yesterday
They
(ol
the
stock
What
llochl.
sulting Woman Resists Ar- hung around $20, but today there was The llochl publishes theKiijm
experience
a further break of 34, to the lowest of a high Japanese official who visitPolicemen point un record.
rest; Twenty-fiv- e
ed a place near Vancouver where the
Japanese are engaged in salmon fishMeet
Veterans
Commander.
in
ing. He went lit company with the
Participate Controversy,
Baudusky, Ohio, Sept. 12. Waller Japanese consul and men Interested
Scott Hale, of California, was yester- there, and states that the Japanese
of laborers fairly insulted the party, saySan Francisco, Sept. 12. Another day elected commander-in-chie- f
scene of riot was enacted at the the Spanish War Veterans' association. ing. "You have no business here. Run
Twenty-fourth
and Utah streets car Boston was ' selected as the next meet- away or receive our fists."
The paper quotes this Japanese ofbarn lust night, following the arrest ing place.
n
saying that
car
ficial as
of William A. Bruce, a
the Japanese
, i thereÍ
.U
. I
u , unu I .norm
Well
Known
Humorist
Dead.
n
wont-eman, on complaint of two young
loiigurni
lit Illtu
nrn! urn
New
12.
Sept.
York,
of
The
death
reby
Ignorever
seen.
They
were
annoyed
totally
them
that he had
acTurner,
John
II.
writer,
humorist,
resistpassed.
ant
politeness,
common
of
they
Bruce
as
ho did
and
marks
ed arrest and was severely clubbed. tor and the author of trick band play- not wonder they becami an object of
The police allege that they were ing, Is reported today. He died after hatred.
thereupon
attacked by numbers of an operation for appendicitis.
n
men. The riot squad of
PLAYFULLY POINTS GUN
HlpK'p KiisMt Kmcbim'S.
twenty-fiv- e
patrolmen under LieutenBerlin,
12.
Sept.
man
An
insane
AT GIRL AND KILLS HER
ant Tohln, came up and In the lt4lit named Lolskl,
arrested on suspicion
scores of heads were broken by the
was
he
ripper
the
that
who
murdered
police
a
of
number
of
the
and
clubs
several school girls recently, escaped Didn't Know
urrests were made.
Wan IxtadiHl Tragedy
n
men were from the observation ward of the prisKventually the
lenvep.
on
hospital
today, and It is feared that
driven back Into the car barns. Powill
perpetrate
he
crimes,
fresh
lice claim that the carman who startn
Denver, Colo., Sept. 12. William
vlct.
ed the row Is an
L. Anderson accidentally killed Mis
5.
ROBBERS CARRY OFF
F.dna Calloway at the home of J. M.
REGISTERED MAIL Kills, at 1451 Madison street, last
night In the presence of many
MIMIC WAR CLAIMS
guest. Both Anderson and the girl
St. Paul.
Minn.,
Sept. 12. The lie killed lived In Kansas City and
Great Northern Oriental limited train, were visitor at the Kills home. AcNo. 1. which left St. Paul Tuesday cording to the story told by ISIlls he
morning, was held up by two marked and Anderson were down town until
men seven miles west of Rexford,
o'clock. When they returned home
Mont., early today.
The robber they found several young women
crawled over the tender, and at the friends had called and In fun had
point of their guns, commanded' the hidden the pajamas belonging to the
engineer to stop the train. Then they two men. He secured an automatic
Flying Automobiles are More ordered him to go back with them to gun anil remarked to Anderson that
remove the magazine so
the express car ami Instructed him to he would
Deadly Than Shot and Shell tell the express messenger, mall clerk there would be no danger. A cartand baggage man to go back Into the ridge, however, had slipped Into tr
firing chamber and when Aii.!ir:oi
in German Army Maneuvers, coaches.
The robbers, after firing about fifty playfully pointed the gun at his
shots to frighten the passengers, dyna- sweetheart and demanded his pajaCasel. Prussia. Sept. 12. The cas- mited the express car safe, rut open mas, he pulled the trigger and sent a
ualty list in the recent army maneu- five sacks of mall, anil departed carry- bullet into her head.
vers were largely made up of the ing five sacks of registered mall.
The Great Northern offers a reward COKOM'.lfS JURY FINDS
names of persons killed or wounded
kll.l.ING ACCIDENTAL
by the volunteer military an lomobl lists. of $5,000 for the capture of each of
Denver, Colo., Sept. 12. The coroSixty members of the Imperial Auto them,
ner's Inquest held over thp body of
club of Berlin took part In maneuvers
Miss F.dna Calloway, the
carrying dispatches, mostly In high
Kansas City girl, who yva k I led last
power cars driven at far beyond ordinight by the accidental discharge of a
a
nary speed.
revolver, developed the fact that her
They killed, three persons outright.
affianced. William L. Anderson, also of
and probably Injured twenty-eigAged Brooklyn Merchant VIm Mar-- , Kansas Citv. wax not responsible for
more.
her death. W. W. Fills, son of the
rlSl Siiliiiualhtle Medium Pro-- , '
Several hundred soldiers wrre temman at whose home Miss Calloway
not, need lucoiiiM'tcnl.
porarily overcome by the heat or fawas a guest, testified that he bad tho
tigue, but Hollo died.
revolver In ills hand when it was disW. charged, the bullet causing the young
New York. Sept. 12. Kdward
TIMFgrAÑTED
MORE
Viinderbllt, the nged retired merchant woman's death. The Jury found the
Brooklyn, who wa married to May killing entirely accidental and did not
CHICAGO CAR COMPANY of
S. Pepper, th
spiritualistic medium, recommend the detention of young
Is Incapable of managing his affair
Fills. The district attorney was pres('ourl because of lunacy, according to a ver-In ent at the Inouest. but gave no eviDecision fif Federal ApH-lla- l
dict returned by u sheriff's Jury
dence of an Intention to hold Fills for
Delays Merger of Lines.
lirooklyn today.
trial.
yvere
by
brought
The proceeding
Mindaughter.
Miss
n
At
12
Chicago, Scpl.
special the defendant'
MOTHER OF SECRETARY
meeting of the city council today an erva Vnnderblll, after Vanderbllt marago.
pepper,
month
several
by
TAFT RECOVERING
Mr,
a
was
vote
passed
of
ried
ordinance
45 to 4 to allow tbe Chicago Railway After his marriage, Vanderbllt precompany an extension of 140 ilnv In sented hi bride with a large portion
Acil Woirnn Receive Visitors Who
which to accept the strrct railway or- of the real estate he owned In Brooklyn. A brother and a sister of Vandinance, passed several months ago.
Congrntulaie 1 r on Kotlt
In
the suit.
The recent decision of the United derbllt subsequently Joined
BIiiIhIiiv.
on
was
put
upni-nlMrs.
declaring that
States court of
great
questioned
Worcester,
at
and
Msss.. Sept. II.
stand
OroKSeup,
of
the
Judge
the United Mates
lri
length a to her ability to roinmunl-rpt- e Louise Taft, mother of Ihft secretary
circuit court, was polnp beyond ri
t y.
with spirits. Kh was also called of war, was eighty yenra o lit yid
powers when he ordered the stockholders of the underlying compítele to upon to rend the contents of smiled and for Hit fiiM time ttlm-- tit"
II!, rm July 2f, che til up and
accept the proposition from the Chi- rlivelopes. This sh could not do In
I
the- rnurt room, explaining thut the received callers.
Her ductor iisult
cago Railway company, which
formed to control street car line of gift only came to her at certuln time. she will soon completely reenter.

Rolse, Idaho, Sept. 12. Judge Olot- Brussels, Sept.
At the opening
nen in me ieuerat court mis morning
session of the second annual International Congress des Gouttes de Lull, i.uru tin 01 01 i iiii a
mi Kiunw
.......... .
an interesting paper on the solution of .. ,,
the milk problem In tbe United States 19. The order was Issued t the In
was read by Mr. Nathan Straus of stance of Judge C. M. Burch, special
assistant attorney general of the
New York. Mr. Straus said:
At the last Congres "international United States, who is here for the
ol
inquuirlng into certain
des Gouttes de Lait I was a solitary purpose
voice from America declaring that matters In connection with the idah
child life should be protected from land frauds. Owing to the statement
of Judge Dietrich that no grand jury
Infected milk bv pasteurization.
orToday I come si;h the same mes- would be called for this term the
sage endorsed by the most distinguish- der created great surprise, it Is uned scientists of my. country and for- derstood that the order Is really by
of a plea In abatement tiled
mally and officially promulgated by
attorneys for Frank Martin, one
the government of the United States the
of the men indicted with United States
of America.
Koran and others, which plea
Two years ago, at the congress at Senator
serious and sensational charg
Paris, I argued and pleaded for a pol- makes
on the part of Unit,
of
misconduct
icy that would save lives by the hunSlates Attorney Ituric. These charges'
dred thousand: today I have the honor a.'o
that United States Attorney Rulck
and satisfaction to report most subforce and coercion In securing
stantial progress toward the accept- used
Indictment of Borah and his felance by my country of the milk pro- the
low defendants and are supported by
gram then outlined.
affidavits of three of the grand juryyears
I haVe sounded in men. They assert that
For fifteen
,
Uuick argued
.

America the warning that raw milk

kills.
In an article contributed to
The Forum,
of November, 1N04, I
made the following emphatic declara-

OVERPRODUCTION OF RED
.METAL CAUSE ASSIGNED

Large Shipments of Beef and
Action of Amalgamated Brings
Fuel to Be Forwarded to the
General Slump on the New
Isthmus In Anticipation of an
York Stock Exchange; Prices
Emergency,
the Lowest in Years,
.Washington, Sept. 12. In preparas,
tion for an emergency, Colonel
engineer In charge of the
canal, has arranged
for . the
storing In Vie refrigerator- plant at
Colon of a large quantity of meat
supnlies.
The Isthmian canal commission has
approved of his suggestion to send to
the isthmus 1,400 quarters of beef,
which will he forwarded on a government transport. What port the transport will sail from Is not known.
A large supply of coal Is also to be
sent op live vessels, several of which
are alfeady on the way to Colon.
The commission denies that there
has been any shortage either of meat
or supplies of coal on the Isthmus.

New York, Sept. 12. The Amalgamated Copper company is about to
shut down Its mines about Hutte,
l.Mont., for an indefinite period. From
an interest closely identified with the
company it was learned that the suspension of operations Is due to overproduction and lack of demand for
copper and to some difficulty In obtaining sufficient fuel at Hutte.
According to the authority for the
announcement, there is now a surplus of 250,000,000 pounds of refined
copper in the United States. The production of refined copper In September, he said, would ,be 6,000.000
pounds less than In August. The present price as quoted In the market Is
about 18 cents per pound for electrolytic, but according to the authority referred to. it is doubtful If 15
cents a pound could be obtained for
any considerable quantity.
Amalgamated
Copper company's
sharp decline led to sharp declines on
the stock market this afternoon, stocks
selling down to a loss of almost four
EAST
points before 2:30.
Today's auotations on the stock exchange were the lowest In years.
Henry H. Rogers, president of the
Amalgamated Copper company, Is now
Seattle Bids War Secretary a ill at his home at Falrhaven, Mass.
Counsel for Mr. Rogers announced
Hearty Farewell as Steainw In court In Hoston today that Rogers
would not be able to appear there In
Minnesota Starts on Long a suit which he Is Interested forwasat
Sanction
least three months.
given to the report on the exchange
Voyage,
of the shutting down of the copper
mines in Montana, where the futility
the piling up of furSeatle, Wash.. Sept. 12. War Sec- was admittedof of
copper with the buying
ther stocks
retary William H. Ta ft and his partv Ing
Amalgamated
paralyzed.
demand
sailed fur the orient at 1 o'clock this Copper
naturally led the decline In
afternoon on the steamship Minne- these circumstances,
breaking to the
sota, of the Great Northern Steam- neighborhood
of CO, with rumors In
ship company. The last public appearance of the secretary In this pity circulation of a cut In the dividend
was at the meeting of the State Medi- rate In prospect.
en I association this morning, where
Mr. Taft delivered an address.
The secretary was in fine spirits and ANTI-JEWISH
chatted and laughed In an animated
manner with the; members of his
party, with whom he lunched aboard
the Minnesota. As the ship got under way great crowds which lined the
III RUSSIA
docks waved the heartiest of adieus
and good wishes to the distinguished
Ohlon.
Accompanying Secretary Taft on
the voyage are representatives of the
People Driven Into
Associated Press, the New York Her- Helpless
ald and several other papers. Mrs.
Taft. their son Charles, Private SecBurning Lumber Yard; Police
retary Fn-- W. Carpenter, General
Clarence Edwards, chief of the buPassive While Victims Burn,
reau of Insular affairs, and his secretary, are iilso members of the party.
On the Minnesota are also judge
Vienna, Sept. 12. According to reThomas Burke and W. F. Backus, of ports received here, the disturbances
this citv. sneclul commissioners to the which caused the circulation of alarm-lu- g
exorient of the
rumors In ltoumania began at
position. Thomas J. .O'Brien, embas- Kishinev, during the night of Sepsador of the United States to Jnpan, tember 8. A band of rowdies which
and Peter Augustus Jay, first secre- arrived there from Odessa were Joined
tary of the embassy.
at Klshlneff by a mob and committed fearful outrages In the suburbs.
They set fire to a large lumber yard
Into which some Jews aroused from
their sleep, were driven. The police
during the disturbance were entirely
passive.
Refugees, Marred From Roiiiiianla.
12. Numerous
Sept.
Buchurest,
refugees, Including whole
Jewish
Oil
families from Klshlnew and Odessa
have tied to the frontier at Ungenl and
the villages along the River Pruth. IsThe Roumanian authorities have
sued the strictest orders to prevent
of
Both
Big
Officials
Companies their entry Into Roumanla.
Goe-thal-

Isth-man- ia

.

LEAVES FOB

HUT

RIOTS

ic

telegraphTtrike
IIEFIIIITELÍ

tion:
"Here let me say that the penalty
of disease and death, paid for the neglect of simple precautions in the use
of milk. Is by no means paid exclusively by the poor.
Milk Is not always good in proportion to the price
paid for it, nor free from the germs
of contagion because it has come from
cattle of aristocratic lineage. The latter quality, as recent experience has
shown, carries with It a special susceptibility to tuberculosis. In milk
Intended for Infant nutriment perfect
sterilization Is an absolutely essential
precaution; but, simple as the process
is, it Is not always certain, even in the
homes of the rich, that it will be properly done. I hold that In the near
future it will be regarded us a piece
of criminal neglect' t feed young children on milk which ha not been sterilized."

Pittsburg, Sept. 12. President John
New York, Sept. 12. Reports that a
compromise Is soon to be reached be- Runett, of the Metropolitan National
tween the telegraph companies and bank of this city. Is dead and Dr. M.

Carnereen, a prominent physician of
this city Is seriously Injured as the
result of the latter's automobile coming Into collision with a telegraph pole
late today.,. The men were running at
a good rule of speed when the steering gear broke and !r. Camtrcon lost
control of the machine.

C.

luceroTerjurycase

READS BROKE)
CAR BARN

eTtA

BATTLE

.

0x-ruiiu-

anil-Japane- se

These statements, whose Justice
will be recognized by you, fellow
members of this congress, were received with Incredulity in the United
I was called an alarmist. The
States.
dangers to which I pointed were minimized by medical men of standing.
r,
For years Professor George M.
of Georgetown university, stood
almost alone In declaring and proving
the dissemination of scarlet fever, typhoid and diphtheria by means of Infected milk. No longer ago than May
of this year, a medical commission
characterized the danger of tubercular Infection through milk as "slight,"
but this was the dying gasp of the
opposition to the pasteurization of the
milk supply, which has crumbled
away as Ignorance has given place to
knowledge.
While I persisted In warning against
the use of raw milk, I provided pasteurized milk for the babies of New
York Citv. This was regarded as an
amiable benevolence. The virtue or
the enterprise, In the eyes of most
people, was that it provided food for
the poor at less than cost, or for
nothing.
Gradually, however, as the Infantile
death rato of New York City went
steadily down, from 96.2 per 1,000 in
1SD2 to 55 per 1.000 in lt06, coincident wlj,h the Increased use of pasteurized rnllk, the significance of my
work became apparent, and the conviction spread that the virtue of the
Straus milk was not Its low cost, but
cast, but the fact that the. milk was
the fact that the milk was pasteurized.
While this demonstration was going
on In New York City, epidemics of In
fectlous diseases In various parts of
the country, especially in Boston and
Chicago, were directly and Indisputably traced to the use of raw Infected milk, emphasizing the urgent need
for action. Scientific men, studying
the milk problem, were forced to decide that public safety demanded pasteurization, and In a notable statement
of the problem as affecting New York
City, Di. Krnst J. Lederle.
former
commissioner of health, declared that
pasteurization should lie Insisted upon
In all cases In which there was no
proof that the dairy herds were free
from tuberculosis.
Investigations by government experts made clear the fact that the
peril of tuberculosis In milk was far
greater and far more frequent than
had been generally understood. The
studies of Professor M. J. Rosenau,
of the public health service, proved
that the advantages of pasteurization
far outweighed the disadvantages, if
there are any.
Finally,early this summer, the
president of the United States became
so convinced of the dangers of raw
milk that he ordered ft thorough official Investigation of the whole problem, with a view to legislation by the
federal congress.
These steps toward the protection
of the people, and especially of the
children, were the consequence of an
awaknlng of the public Intelligence
and a stirring of the popular conscience.
The people stood aghast at
the revelation of millions of babies
left dallv at the mercy of disease
germs hidden In the ordinary market
Ko-be-

-

milk.
Deny Rumors of Negotiations PITTSBURG BANKER DIES
Infant Milk Ktallotw.
In five American cities infant milk
IN AUTOMOBILE WRECK
for Compromise,
stations are now maintained and are

their striking operators are positively
denied both today by the of tic In of
the Western Union and those of the
Postal Telegraph Cable company.
Superintendent Belvedere Brook of
the Western Union company today declared that no negotiations looking to
a settlement of the strike are pemliiiK

A1m

Movement on Foot to Ship Un- -and Intimidation Were Used
desirable Asiatics to Canain Securing His Indictment
dian Capital as a Protest
Quebec. Sept. 12. The coroner's
Frauds,
for Land
Against Their Admission,
jury today rendered a verdict that it

ing Against. Criminal Folly of
Feeding Unsterilized Product
to Young Children,
12.

the north and west sides of the city,
rendered the company powerless for
the reason that the time for accepting the ordinance giving It Its franchise expired September 14, and it
could not in that time perfect arrangements with the stock and bondholders.

tin-resu-

farming the principal Industry.
The governor also stated that two
hundred filings had been made in the
land office at Clayton yesterday when
he stopped. He made this statement
to show how the territory was growing in population.
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CAMPAIGN FOR STATEHOOD
Seeks to Be Assured of Hearty
port of Both Political Parties Before Taking
Calling a
Convention to Frame

SPRINGS
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Br Mall, fS.M
Br larrler, 6Uc a Month.
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achieving remarkable results In reducing Infantile mortality.
In New York "City, my own work
has extended from one central station
to seventeen depots and the output of
pasteurized milk has Increased from
34,000 bottles In 1893 to 3,140.252 bottles and 1.07S, 405 glasses In 1906. A
total of at least 3.500,0(10 bottles and
1,500,000 glasses in already Indicated
for this year. In addition, more or
(Continued mi Pago 3, Oil. 1.)
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THESPEECHTHATBROUGHT
THE SIXTEENTH IRRIGATION
CONGRESS TO ALBUQUERQUE

COLLEGETELLS HOW IT WAS DONE
Professor J. I). Tinsley, of the agri- est In it. It will be a territorial af
cultural department of the New Mex- fair and it will be a winner. The
will start at
ico College of Agriculture,' at Mesilla work of organization
Park, and II. K. Wilson, traveling once and it will go with a rush and
oi'
an enthusiasm that will surprise our
agent of the. Industrial department
the Santa Fe, arrived in Albuquerque own people. The congress will be of
where
.Sacramento,
night
incalcuable, benefit to the whole terfrom
last
they worked succesKfully with the Nov ritory, and our effort must be to make
Mexico delegation to bring the six- it worth just as much to us as we
teenth National Irrigation congress- to can."
Professor Tinsley brought with him
Albuquerque. Mr. Wilson went on to
while Professor Tinsley left an extract from the minutes oí the
congress
containing Colonel Twitch-ell'- s
at midnight for the college.
speech, and the motion and vote
"The Santa Fe did what it could to
bring the congress to Albuquerque," which brought the congress bete. The
said Mr. Wilson last night, "and we extract follows:
believe we had something to do wllli
We are going In now TIIK SI'FKCII THAT CAIMUMI)
your success.
TIIK lAY 1'OK AMtrQl'KKQCK
in help New Mexico make the congress the biggest of them all."
Mr. Tt. K. Twltchcll, delegate from
victory
It was the most sweeping
I.as Vegas, N. M., took the platform.
ever recorded before the congress for Mr. Twltchell said:
n
any city." said Professor Tinslt-"Mr. chairman, ladies and gentlediscussing the campaign at Sacra- men, delegates to the fifteenth Na
mento that brought the congress to tional Irrigation congress, it is with
Albuquerque.
more than ordinary trepidation that a
"In the first place, the advertising representative from one of the two recampaign was well planned. The
maining territories of the American
headquarters were so located union lifts his voice' In any public aspassing
entering
and
that every one
sembly, and I have to say to you that
out of the ball had to pass right by so far as a delegate from a territory
ua. We had tons of New Mexico liter- j Is concerned, that it Is only in con-- I
ature. Stacks of It from the terri gresses of this sort that his opinion
were can be brought to bear, or his vote
torial bureau of Immigration
there and other stacks from the colo- avail him one single iota.
nization department of the Santa I'e,
listened
"We from New Mexico
from New Mexico commercial clubs with a great deal of pleasure al this
private
and
congress to the address
and New Mexico counties
illustrated
enterprises, and we needed nil we witii stereoptlcon views by what we
any
demand
such
I
saw
never
had.
We
call your promotion committee.
for literature of any kind as there have been In the promotion business
for our supply. It went like hot ourselves. We have religiously attakes and to people who. one could tended every session of the Irrigation
trif. wi re genuinely interested in what congress since its birth. In the state
ilvv were getting.
of I'tah one year prior to the birth of
Th,.n we had our thousands of littills congress In Salt Lake, In the
r.
tle Mexican hats with the ribbons
state of I'lah, the Morning Journal of
in
keeping
we
trouble
had
tliem. and
the territory of New Mexico declared
people who wanted those hats from in its editorial columns that the 'purmobbing us. We started out to give pose of reclaiming the arid wastes of
evil .'.'oi tints a day, bul we riitiMii'l the rocky mountain region was a matñi it. Kvery one wanted one and most ter of national importance as much as
ncoi le vunle.l two. Thee v.ent faster the purchase of the territory of Alasd
ka or the construction of the I'nlon
lam the literature. Then the splcr.-f"lexhibit of photographs from A- Paclllc railway. As a matter of fact,
adwas
territory
lbuquerque and the
ladies and gentlemen, the true convantageously placed, and on the whole quest of the great American desert becould not have been better imateu.
gan with the piv-agof the act which
t e- ,
1I1Hl!(,
The campaign for AiDuquerqu
punible to construct these
day.
transcomini ntal railways,
Ran right with the
went straight after the delegations,
..As j snjl
.),. jn the promotion
Knd on the closing day we handed "t huMTii'si ourselves, and we are not so
of
sombreros to the members
murh Interested in bringing this conthe band in the hall, with stream rs gress to the territory of New Mexico
bearing the nam 'Albuquerque' In big ,is w" are In dispelling the idea that
letters. When Colonel Twltchell fin- the territory of New Mexico Is a place
ished his speech the band stood up stieh as It lias been dominated in the
with the New Mexico delegation and hali- - of congress and In the senate of
played 'I.a Paloma.' We bad won
the I'nited States. It is for that rea- but that took the convention by son v, e want an intelligent people like
was
taken we
storm, and when the vote
gathered here today to come
wanu toll 'ii territory of New Mexico to visit
we bad :'.! against 41 tor
Walla.
It was the biggest majority
, nd let
us show you that the tet- ever given to any city.
of New Mexico, under the reritot
"The convention
ai a great one. el. no itioii act. will be the great emthe most successful since the congress pire of the southwestern portion of
there this rreat nation.
wits organized, and although
were a few people wno trien to start
ir position as New Mexicans at
trouble, the working organization was'
onyress has reminded me of a
iihvays In control and the congress was this
Tit
of two Irishmen who found
The next ther. .store
harmonious throughout.
in hard
elves
lines In a great
ennuress Is going to be the greatest i Ity in fact,
were absolutely
of them all. Interest in New Mexico j pent .icss, and asthey
they agreed to play
Is widespread and deep and there Is no
art of hiuhnaynicn and hold up
question that the delegates will be, the
Individual they
the fust proiul.-dnhere.
came to, they did so. The Individual
He happened to come along was a
EVERYllOTVY UK A I) Y TO
smai' man, but when the two Irishmen
11FXJ TUB GOOD WORK attai .ieil him he gave them the worst
"I know from the feeling expresed ligb: they ever had in their lives. He
at Ricramento among Ihe New Mex- kno- 'ted out one of the hidio's eyes.
ico delegateg that this congress could He i it off the ear of the other, but
not be made a local affair If Albuy the two highwaymen succeeded
querque wanted to do It that way, lina!
In ci 'louering the unfortunate indlvid- which I am sure ah does not. The tiul ticl robbed him of all h
whole territory is interested In this ed, v bich wan a tilckle. Flaherty and
congress and the whole territory s I.alfi rty, tint two Irishmen, went down
going to take a lively personal inter- - an t ley. After they had got far
enoi gh away, I.afferty said to
'I have a thought.
'What Is It.
herí
A Bold Step.
I.affi rty '." 'I was thinking what would
' To OTrcoml tha
lliavt happened to us If the fellow had
lit. it' I'lic
,
iiiinriiniiH oT thin j.
retsonaul objection of tha mor Intel- jIn ........
m
ligent to tit um Of secret, tnedlcliml com- sum i in vi finí vioiim iiao oupju-or.'),n(tO
pound, Dr. S. V. I'iarce, of Iluffalo, N. us if we hud btougbt with us which
V., torn Urn ago, decided to make a bol I more of Ihe little hat souvenirs
we ihtributed among the delegates of
departure from the usual course pumnrl this congress?
put-uly the maker of
medicines (or do
"I want to s.iy to you that It has
mettle use, tnj.M has published broad been
a source of great pleasure to us
caat and openly to tha whola world, a full standing behind the platform to see
ad oompWa list of all the Ingredients Ihe people come there unasked and
nterlng loWthe composition of bis widely take the two tons of literature which
!brat4l tlcfea. Tbui ba bai taken we brought here for distribution away.
Lis namerptfs nitrons and patients Jnlo ll demoiiwtiMteH to us that they were
bis fullGnfJince. . Tbus too be bas re Interested In that portion of the rallied Sates from which our New Mexico
no
rnostr
c",mc
of doubtful merits, and mada ,lP :
ladles nnd gentlemen
N,;w
the
ntdtst o Known VompotttUm.
more
population than th
'.tilalns
If
bold tn Dr. Pierre has shown
Nevada,
of
of Idaho and
state
ther.
rque Is a place
lur,
people. It is metropolitan.
Not tíúiiumrtDptT'ol tvtrj bo'.tla "f
of iJr. I'tore Golden Mislu al Discovery, thn It Is able to entertain you; but It is
pul not alone the city of Albuquerque that
fimous medicina for weak (tolls' h,
liver or biliousness snd ill catarrhal lUwai extends this Invitation, because I June
wherever located, have prluted upon It, in a t legram In my pocket from the
KnglUK a full and complete list
ill
governor of the territory of
Ingredient cuanposliif It, but a it
small
hs brm complied frori nmmrotis New Mexico extending to you a cordial
stsndsrd anilli si wurks, of ill the different Invitation to come and visit us when
Bctiuols of prsi iti. routslnlii very nunirr-eu- s the sixteenth National Irrigation conmtrscts froa th wrlilnirs of bulins
Ijrtctlilofiiirs of tneiitclne. uoornliK in tut gress shall be held. It will be a territorial affair. It will be our pride
Inrre-tiirvfitfut pmaitiil ttrmt. rs h and tm-icontslued In lir. I'lerces tneillclnen.
and our honor to show to you what
t;os of tbesa llttla book will ba mslled free we inn do In the way of entertaintasayoD sendina addressoo nnialcsrtl or ment. We hava hotels sufficient to
by letter, to lr. U. V. I'lerce, BufTilo. N. V.,
handle a larger crowd than came to
and raqueotinf ta ssina. From ibis Huí
We are a tourist
buok It til b Isarnssl ibst Dr. Cien e s mrd-- 1 thn I'lty of llolse.
iüks ciMitsIn no slilMiol, nsn'otli a. nilnersl
and we have hotels there In
rouniry
aamls or otLrr polsunons or injurious seguís which in accommodate every person
and tbst Uiry srti rusdn from native, medicicome and visit us.
nal routa of f rest V shift also tbst some of that can possibly
tue most valutlils Ingredient Cuntslned In We know It Is a long way to
ttt. fisrea Ksvorlto Prswrlptlon for esk,
but It Is Just an far from Anervous lbuquerque
Kervous,
to Sacramento as from
and OvPiUtated women, Wi r rniplord. lonf .Sacramento to Albuquerque.
years siru, by tha luiHins for similar allBW-n- i
Now, Mr. Chairman, ladles and genaftn:ilu thslr equaw. In fa t, une of tha
usfst valuable Biedletnsl plantaenlerlrif Into tlemen, allow nte In conclusion to say
to have
e will be delighted
lhat
liiscouiDoatiioo of I'r. Pierce's I avorliH
to the Indians as the pleasure of entertaining you, and
u known
Niuaw-Weour knowlrds of the ues If you feel that the cause of Irrlga-flo- n
of oot s few of our most valuable nstlre.
can be enhanced by corning to a
plants was a slued from tb Indiana
country where the reclamation service
As liisilti up ,j Inn, roved and essct
has appropriated and la going to exsvoHiw Vrer1oion" Is a nMl
fflrlent remedy f. tulstir all the wompend II.fiiiii.iMio In th construction of
anly fimcUwia. rorvwtma
at the greateSt reservoir in the South-aes- t.
prvisixiis, anievprtion and retorvcmlon,
If you feel
lhat you want to
ovsr.iiuilii' painful perVxK toning tip Iba come to the land
of sunshine; If you
ami lrnali ai"ii a períei t msta of
siervo
,,.. ii, Bold by ail UusJe.rs lu nutcluca, , feel that you want tu come to lliat lu.
csuty where irrigation was praetleetf
New-Mexic-
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY- -

iHUTED
1BL 01

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE.

THE JAFFA

liecause of
a restraining order granted by Judge
Munger or the leuerat court 10 pic-vethe railway commission from promulgating a new grain rate schedule.
Governor L. Sheldon today declared
himself In favor of constitutional
amendment taking from the federal
courts the right to enjoin state officials from enforcing state laws.
"I believe the federal courts have
abused privileges of injunction enough
to justify such action," he said. "Too
many state laws have been tied up
by Interference of federal courts. I
do not believe the makers of the constitution ever contemplated such use
of the writ of injunction in the hands
of the federal courts."
nt

I

GALLUP FIELD
After Ten
Property,
Months Idleness, Resumes
Operations With Large Force

Union

(Special

DlNtfiili'h to the Mornlna Journal
12. "Hie
N. M., Sept.

(allup,

ABLE

IS

BANK THAT

.!

:..

:

Grapes

Concord

ALBUQUERQUE,;

.

grapes;-1-

pound basket,

0

jnttJM?

75c
New Holland Herring

--

Kits of genuine milkers,

..

each

P",RS!'IM

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

.$1.65
5c

Per fish

Gold Butter

Meadow

The best on the

BALDRJDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

market;

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils,' Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

Per pound

30c

nn orrTTT
'

Potatoes'

Sweet

J.

C.

BALD RIDGE
T,RTTnirRitOTnt?.

pro st strttpt

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

toes, best in the market, 4

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

pounds for

BANK OF C 0 M f.1 ÉRCE" ALBU Q U ER Q U E , 11.

25c
Jaffa

'

Grocery Co.

a

2W. X.

LIVE

THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
Wholesale and Retail

311-31-

IN IICI.HII AMI KAI.T MEATS
Huunnite a Hiieilnlty

First-clas-

Bargain
Store
FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,

STOVES 'AND RANGES
AVENUE.

117 GOLD

W.

13.

MAUGER

WOOL

Iteprscntlni Manger
11C

(Willi Kaabe
Nnrth First St

a

at Avery,

Boston

Maugar.)
Alhuauarqna.

N. M.

rilK

St.

New Mexico

Albuqnerq

HKHOI IK K.
$1,843,S67
Loans anil discounts
65,266
flvenlrafls. secured anil unsecured
200.000
I nllcil Kiali'S bonds to sweura circulation
United States lionils to sceuro Itnltwd Btutes deposita.... 100.000
.ftn
Premiums on United States bonila
S4.374
lionils. aecurltles. ato
as.50
Hanking house, furniture and fixtures
l)ua from national banks (not reserve agents)
.tri
80,173
Duo from state banks and bankers
EK7.Ü2
I)uo from approved reserve agenta
12,056
'hei'ks and other cash Items
17,223
Kxchaiiges for clearing house
3 4,HJf
Notes of other national bunks
1.8V7
Fractional paper currency, nickels and cents
Lawful money reserve In bank, viz:
1101, !2J 5
Hpeele
6,UU3 00
U'KhI tender notes ,.
167.J24
Redemption fund with Unltod Btates treasurer (5 per
18,000
cent uf circulation) ..

......$3,29,87

IIAII1I.ITIKH.
Capital stock paid In
Kurplus fund ..
Undivided profits, less expenses and taxes paid
Nnttonal bank notes ontatindlng
Iue to other national banks
line to state banks and bankers
Individual deposits subject to check
Time certificates of deposit
Tertlfled check
'ashler's checks outstanding ..
United 8lnles deposits
Iiepuslts of United Ntatea disbursing officers
Ituserved tor taxes

1

t

Fourth

Total

n(
1i

till

508 N.

AT AMJUUUEKyl'B. IN THE TKKRITOItT OP NEW MEXICO. AT
THE CI.OÜE OF BUK1NEH8 AUUUST 22. í07

J

al

work guaranteed

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons.

The First National Bank

j

., .

s

Established 187S

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

B Mi

nr.

L.B. PUTNEY

For Painting and Paper Hanging.
Phono 717.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Telephone 57.

and BUILDER

1

12

West Silver Avenue.

BORRADÜIWI

1

Southern Paelfir

ATTERSOM

AND BOA It DING STABLES

Quier & Jeckell,

Shop 410 V. Copper Ave.
Phone 817.

.

LOT 4IP MWKKT I'nlon Pailfic
lOTATtKH,
f'ANTAI.OI TKK,
l.l.t.KY,
llo Preferred
t.Ht- KS 111 AH AMU MVr:T
KN AT Amalgamated Copper
1HK Hit i KM: I' (iitm-FK- r
HTOKK, III I'nliiol hiates Steel
H' fiOt.II AX MI X,
iS.
U
l'ri (uned , ,

Y

Gertig,

CONTRACTOR

er

A KICK

II

SEE

1

RFKIf IN

3

For Cattle and Hogs the Blfrgest Market Prlrfs li Pair!.

E. A.

a

Chums

arc ear delirious noarlnhlnf breada and
hrnlthr (rowing children. Your children
and our bread should he Inseparable. 1'lenlj
ot nutter Cream llrrad nnd (nod, sweet hut-lwill aar many doctors' bills. All ot our
huke, sluTs are a delight to tha dutntr at all

et

Utiles.

PIONEER. BAKERY
,,:..2üJ

HO.

Flllí.'

H,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS ETEItY PltOPEH ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS' NEW ACCOUNTS.
tlSO.OOO.M.
CAPITAL
Officers and Directora:
OLOMON LUNA, PretAdenL
W. S. 8TIUCKLEII,
W. JT. JOHNSON,
Aaaistaat OMhteft
Tic President and Cashier.
WTLLIAN MdNTOSn.
GEORGE ARNOT.
O. E. CROMWELL.
A. M. BLACRWELL.
BALDRIDGE.
J.

Good Things to Eat."
Snnie Pay
Mail Orders
as lleiflved.

DEALER

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SOUTH OF VIA1UCT.

Large native Sweet Pota-

The

wwwrirn

The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kindu of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before planing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

THE

12.-T-

dinplsi-emefil-

;

Iowa's choicest Concord

rt

I

"

The first of the season;

i

1

:

:

The State National Bank

-

.

:

".

"Good Things to Eat."

Union mine, just south of thl city,
owned and operated by the Union Coai
after
company, has been
being shut down for .over ten months.
A large number of miners have been
emploved and the output already is
large. The mine has been Uioroughiy
overhauled and when the first party
of miners started to work Wednesday
morning the shaft was in excellent
condition.
The Navajo mine, near the famous
Gibson mine, owned by the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company, is undergoing
extensive repairs, and the prospects
are that this mine is to become one
of the richest owned by the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company. A new tipple Is being built and new acales are
being installed. Several cottages for the
use of the oftlclals of the company
have been erected and- others for tiio
employes are being planned.
I! KXf i I COMMAX DF.ll
The Santa Fe railway Is doing a lot I'
THANKS I'Oli FOB VICTOTtV
and Imof work here in enlargln-Paris. Sent. 12. War Minister Piii-uaproving its jards and laying track to
todav received the following disthe mines.
patch fro' General lirude, commandant of the French troops at Casa
ALARMING EPIDEMIC
Blanca :
"I am pleased to notify you that,
AMONG GOTHAM INFANTS thanks
to a laud fog. we have been
able to surprise the Moroccan camp
which was burned. The
New York, Kept. 12. An epidemic at Taddert.
Moors were dispersed and fled to the
of Infantile paralysis in this city is hills,
by the shells of our arproportions, ac- tillery followedeffective
assuming alarming
projectiles from
and
phyreports
hospital
of
to
cording
the
Gloire. On our side one man was
sicians, who have the disease under the
and six were wounded."
observation in the hope of discovering killed
( leniciiccaii Pleased
Willi Victory.
the germ supposed to be responsible
Tails. Sept. 12. Premier Clemen-cea- u
for the Infection. There are now unIn discussing the engagement at
der treatment in the hospitals nearly Taddert yesterday, said that while It
four hundred children who have, the was not perhaps a great victory, it
disease well developed, and most of was a sweeping blow to the Moors
Ihem will be hopeless cripples the rest which General Druitl would endeavor
of their lives.
to repeat in other directions. Incidentally, lie added, it shows that the
positive2 4 moor.
French commander has a sufficient
force to accomplish the task before
Should Convince the Greatest Skeptic him.
i
in Albuquerque.
Because It Is the evidence of an
British Plans In China.
Albuquerque citizen.
4ie
Tlen-Tslthree
Sept.
Testimony easily Investigated.
ease of the barraelts ground
The strongest endorsement of merit. years'
occupied by the local British troops
Thn best proof. Head It:
extended to ten yenrs.
J. It. Parker, living at 314 S. Fourth hasIt been
Is publicly announced that one
N; M
Bays:
street, Albuquerque.,
Scotch regiment will be added to the
"Dean's Kidney Pilla are entitled to force,
but It is apparent that quiet
the strongost praise I can give them. preparations
are being mndo for sevI never placed much faith In patent
regiments.
more
eral
deBay
have
can
medicines, but I
I
rived more good from Doan's Kidney
MININO STOCKS.
Pills than I supposed It would be possible for me to get from any kind of Tri fnltnwlni! Boston quotations are
Co., brokers, over their
by P. Ornf
medicine or treatment. Several year
ago my condition reached the stale own prlvatu wlro to Albuquerque, N. M.,
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Atlantic
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WANTS TO DO SOMETHING':
FOR YOU.

Casa Blanca, Morocco, Sept. 12.
army toThe allied French-Spanis- h
day made a sudden and successful
move on Tabbert. where the Moors
were sighted in force. The camp of
the latter was destroyed by the bombardment and the enemy put to tight,
leaving many dead on the field. The
French lost one man killed and six
wounded.
The attack was carefully planned
and was based largely on observations
of the Moors' positions from military
balloons.
The allied army, which was divided
into two columns, left camp at
o'clock in the morning, leaving several companies of infantry to defend
the base at Casa Blanca. The first
column was composed of four companies of regular Infantry, several
companies of sharpshooters, a battery of artillery and all the cavalry.
The second column consisted of six
companies of Infantry and a battery of
artillery.
The march was made by
stealth under cover of a dense for until
half way tA Taddert,' when the fog
lifted and disclosed several large
binds of the enemy. iThe allies then
charged the several bands of the
enemy at the point of the bayonet,
and although the Moors resisted with
their old time courage, they were
finally compelled to retreat in the face
of a superior force, and both of the
columns" of the allied troops advanced
on Taddert.
of that
After the bombardment
place by the French artillery, as well
as by the guns of the French cruiser
shells,
(Iloire. which fired seventy-fiv- e
the allied infantry advanced on the
Moorish camp, where the enemy was
making a last desperate stand. A
followed and the
short engagement
Moors fled in wild disorder, pursued
by
the irregular Alfor several miles
gerian cavalry In the French service.
The Moorish camp was completely destroyed. The exact loss of the Moors
Is not known, ns they carried awaymany of their dead.
When the Moors saw their camp in
flames they set fire to all the farms
and woods they could reach, and the
surrounding country was covered with
The Moors ensmoke and flames.
deavored to circle rapidly in front of
the advancing troops, with the object of cutting off anil surrounding sections of the allied forces, but the attempt utterly failed, largely on account of the rapid advance, which
seemed to puüfele the Moors.
When assailed from the long line
from
of troops, the Moors retreated
the front, where many of them fell
under the accurate lire of the field artillery and of the guns of the Gloire.
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HUE OPENS
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

BATTLE

Governor of Nebraska Declares Him
self In IV.vor or Constitutional
Amendments

IEIV

i

ir...'

Ctpital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

.

t
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El

WOULD HAVE FEDERAL
COURTS SHORN OF POWER

.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13,

seconded the nomination of Albuquer
que as the next meeting place.
On mot on a vote was taKen oy ron
call of the states, and the following TRIBESMEN MOWED DOWN- In favor of Albuquerque,
resulted:
259 votes, and 41 in favor of t Walla
FIRE
BY ACCURATE-GU''
'
WflUa.
Washington
The-- ' chairman
ofthe
delegation thereupon announced that
his delegation would case their votes French Spy Out Position of the
for Albuquerque.
On motion It was unanimously
Enemy From Balloon, Adagreed that the next congress would
be held at Albuquerque.
vance Through Fog, Scatter-

PROF. TINSLEY OF AGRICULTURAL

otn-mn- g

was día-- I
Uuryou.America
welcome, and I

I tiitl

you. Mr. Chairman, and I thank
the good people or sacramento, ami i
thank the good people from the various portions of the grand old state
of California for the welcome which
has been given us and the good times
which we have had while sojourning
In your midst, and Mr. Chairman, I
thank s'ou."
Governor Kibhey: On behalf of Ari
zona, the only other territory on the
American continent, I want to move
you that Albuquerque, N. M., be fixed
as the meeting place of the next congress the sixteenth National Irrigation congress.
Hon. John Henry Smith, of Utah,

Extract From the Minutes of the Fifteenth National Irrigation
Congress, Showing How Albuquerque Carried the Day by a
Vote of 259 to 41 -- Campaign of New Mexico Delegation
Carried Congress by Storm. '
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Territory of New Mexico, County of Itcrnullllo, ss:
I, Frank MrKmt, cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly
awear lhat the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
FltANK M'KKH. Cashier.
Correct Attest!
J. B. rtAYNOr.TIR,

J

M. W. KI.OUItNoT,
A. I). M MILLION,

Bubscrlbed and sworn to before me this

'

Jilh day
KAMUEL.

j

Dlrectoro.
of Aiikiisi, uo7.

l'll'KAIIII.
Notary l'ublln.

3
chrMPdcr joined . vskli Schlossmann
and von Behring ill the belief that all
tuberculosis, at whatever ace it makes
its appearance,
is due' to tuberole
hacllll Introduced into the body
through the Intestines during the
milk drinking period of life.
Coincident with this advancing appreciation of the perils of tuberculosis milk, the national capital had an
outbreak of typhoid fever that was
traced to the mi'k supply, and the
I'nited States Military academy at
West Point had eradicated typhoid
from among the cadets by pasteurizing all the milk used at the cadets'
mess. These circumstances led to the
appointment of a joint committee,
composed of experts of the public
health service and of the department
of agriculture, to make a thorough
inquiry Into the sanitary relations of
the milk supply of the District of Columbia.
less efficient pasteurization
ts "being
The result of this Inquiry was thus
done by dealers.to the extent of about flatly
stated in the committee's re300,000 quarts a day.
port:
Early . IhU summer the municipal
"The committee, in the Interest of
jrovernment of New York adopted a public
health,
advocates clarforward policy in setting apart public ification and strongly
pasteurization of all
funds for the building of model milk mlik."
stations in the public parks In the - The establishment of pasteurization
congested tenement districts, but the plañís by the District government, or
city will depend upon private philan- by private enterprise under the directhropy to provide the supplies of milk tion of the public health authorities,
to be dispensed at these stations. i?ev was urgently recommended,
and the
eral years ago, I gave the .first im- committee "being so strongly impresspetus to the work in Chicago by the ed with the manifold dangers connectdonation of a pasteurizing plant, and ed with the milk supply," recommendnow the milk commission of the Chil- ed, for the
meantime,, until milk
dren's Hospital society, a private
be pasteurized 'at central stacharity, maintains ten Infant milk de- should
tions,
housekeepers
subject
that
pots from which 400,000 bottles of milk used to home pasteurization all
by
pasteurized milk, were dispensed in simply bringing it to the boiling point.
1906. But the good effect of this
This report, adopted by the secrework, so far as could- be shown in tary of agriculture and endorsed
by
the vlt; statistics of the city, was ob- the chief of the bureau of animal inscured by the ravages of epidemics of dustry embodies the official policy of
scarlet fever and diphtheria, caused the United States government in dealby the Infection of a large part of ing with the milk problem.
the- city's dally supply of raw milk in
polFor the purpose of putting
two big dairy centers, and by the neg- icy into force, the District of this
Columlect of the health authorities either to bia, the seat of the national governexclude this milk or to require that ment, has adopted a classification of
it be pasteurized.
milk as follows:
In Philadelphia I was able to supClass I. Certified milk, produced
ply the means to make a practical unoer Ideal conditions
from nerds
pasdemonstration of the value of
proved free from tuberculosis by the
lives,
teurization ini preserving Infant
tuberculin test, handled by persons
and have had the satisfaction of see- free from infection, put into sterilized
ing that nine,. Infant
milk depots, bottles, delivered within twelve hours
maintained by the Modified Mi!k
from the time of milking, and not to
1906, distributed 991,166 bot- contain more than 5,000 bacteria to
tles of pasteurized milk, and th;ii the the cubic centimeter.
percentage .of; mortality, of children
Class II. Inspected milk, produced
under five rears has been reduced from cows proved free from tubercul"47
per
from 62 per cent in 1901 to
osis, but under less perfect conditions
cent in 1906. In !H'.e manner, as a than Class I. and not to contain more
direct result of my donation of a pas- than 100,000 bacteria to tqe cubic
teurizing plant to St. Louis, the pure centimeter.
milk commission of that city now
Class III. Pasteurized
milk.
All
maintains fifteen depots and attrib- milk of unknown origin or which does
uted 600,000
bottles of pasteurized not come up to the requirements of
milk In 1906!
Classes I. or II. to be pasteurized
Jersey City has adopted the infant
to 150 degrees Fahrenheit
milk depot plan as u municipal enter- (65 degrees C) for twenty minutes, or
prise.
Mayor Mark M. Fagan, rec- 160 degrees Fahrenheit (70 degrees
ognizing the duty of the city to pro- C) for ten minutes.
tect the lives .of the children, has esThus a practical milk reform protablished a pasteurization plant ahd gram has been adopted for the Dishas opeiMjd four Infant milk depots, trict of Columbia, the seat of the naall maintained at the public expense, tional government, and an example
Milk and Tuberculosis.
has been set for the other cities of the
In Pails, in 1905, I said to the country.
Congres International des Gouttes de
Time vHI be required to'extend this
La it:
policy to the other centers of populamilk,
raw
is
diseased
milk
"It
tion, but the work Inaugurated by the
milk which is responsible for the federal authorities is being pushed by
largest percentage of sickness In the competent experts under the direction
world. Milk Is the one article of fond of Surgeon General Walter Wyman, of
in which disease and death may lurk the public health service, and Assistwithout giving any suspicion from its ant Surgeon General Kerr, and I am
taste, smell or appearance.
warranted in being optimistli in be"Why, then, use it in its raw form? lieving that the pasteurization of milk,
Why ever trust it without due precau- especially in the cities, will soon be retion?
quired by federal statute.
"I hold that the only safe rule is
That this will mean a steady reducpasteurize tho entire milk supply and tion In the infantl'e death rate. I can
make It' a function of the munkl-paMtv- assert from experience: that It will
mean a considerable decrease in tho
This statement, I believe,, .received number pf. new pasea of tubcrcujosis
the cordial assent of (he scientific men
of the congtress.
I had been paying
the same thing in America for thirT. N. LINVILLE.
teen years in the face of interested
persistent
opposition,
in
face
and
the
HTAPI.K AXU FANC Y liROt KKIE.H
of Indifference and seemingly hopeless
Heal grade of Flour, ( ofTee, Teas ml Hplrea
Ignorance.
a Specialty.
But I kept on saying this, with renewed courage, after the parls con- Everything In the market olwayi on hand.
gress, and I now have the gratification
THE 1IKNT ALWAYS,
i
of reporting to you that there Is sub- Ph. me IMS.
Jus West Central Avenuo
stantial agreement In America today
among all informed scientific men and
public health officials, as to the perils
of raw milk and the necessity for

annually reported, I can assert on the
authority of such names as von Behring, Schloszmann and Schroeder, and
I think that none will venture to contradict me when they consider that
pasteurization means the eviction of
the tubercle bacilli from the milk bot-
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upon the subject, and the people are
concerned about the necessity of seClean -- Light
curing safe milk for their. babies and
themselves.
uuraDie
In America, though the federal govGuaranteed
ernment has endorsed our campaign
Waterproof
for pasteurized milk supplies in an authoritative utterance, we have still to
$300
make this policy effective by securing
Everywhere
legislation
mandatory
and by bringing
.
BOSTON
4 TOWFR
health officers to the point of requiring the pasteurization of all doubtful
' - '; '
.
milk.
I come from America to this con- THE
gress fur the sole purpose of helping
along a work in which I am deeply To the Mining Camps of Colointerested. As an evidence of that
to
fact, I stand ready to supply pasteur- rado, Utah and Nevada;
izing plants, up to the number of Denver, Colorado Springs
and
twenty-fivfor service in any place or
placea where the need of one is pressPueblo, js by way of Santa Fe
ing and the means ore lacking to pro'
New Mexico, and the
vide it.

MILK JUG

1

PROTECTION

tles.
While the agitation for milk reform
has to be kept up, we are no longer
talking into deaf ears; mountains of
prejudice have taeen remmed. The
light of knowledge has been shed
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DENVER & RIO GRANDE

October

RAILROAD
Through the fertile San
Valley; also to the San
country of Colorado,
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Juan

For Information ns to rates, train

in New York

wrlcc, descriptivo literature, ddres
S. K. HOOPER,
at 7 This Morning; Wireless
Oenrral Passenger and Tlukut Ajrn
Picks Her Up Off Nantucket,
hewkr. coto

$8, 000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

.

Halifax, N. S., Sept. 12. Wireless
dispatches from Sable island at 4 p.
m. today indicated that the Lusitania
had passed beyond the wireless zone
of that point and was probably in
communication with Nantucket. The
operators at Sable Island placed her
at 4 o'clock this afternoon about 380
miles from Sandy Hook lightship and
averaging twenty-fiv- e
knots an hour.
If she maintains this speed for the
of
remainder
the distance she will
complete her voyage at 7 o'clock tomorrow morning and beat the record.
The Lusitania passed during the day,
the White Star line steamer Celtic,
and the French line steamer La Province, both bound in the same direction. All three of these vessels were
In communication with Sable Islund
about noon today.
lcMUtcl Off Ximtuckct.
Newport, R. I Sept. 12. A wireless message states that the Lusitania
is one hundred miles from the Nantucket lightship at 9 o'clock .tonight.
She Is expected to pass the lightship
at about 11 p. m. The weather Is
clear.

Soulhvvcs-wester-

from

ern points. On sale
daily until September
30. Return limit October 31 . Rates to principal points.
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Mail Orders Promptly Filled
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Wn know what they have
for wreka.
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Fabrics

With a représenla! Ion of the latest weaves already far In advance of any slamlnc we lutvu made thus curly hi
(he season.
Und
arrival are Isdiiic leeched almost dally In it lea I nuinltcrs of effective color comhlunllons
each deslmi more charmingly distinctive than the other. It will Is' practically huimssihlc for us lo duplicate
many (if the Imported silks and velvets now Is lnif shown.
ii--

Authoritative

Dresses

Autumn

I nim Aiiirrlrii a

bu-re-

Dress

Silks and Velvets; Exclusive Autumn Styles

J

Our Hew

Colored

sku'fc

Ill

mmm

hewlthy caM'e.

Autumn

-

liecelvc nil extensive representation hi l -- neelnl display tcj Inn lute today. Tills early ofTerlno ,,f
peines unit
eon-- I
colors u.Hsiired of ".re'itest preference In fall and winler
hhs planned many months ao. Fxelii-dvrol was Homml for the lux of the original prodiielloiw of I lie leudliiK i:iirowan Iihiiiis. Many of the very I'liaini-in- o
novelHes represent Hie foremost skilled weavers' efforts I meet Hie requirements of our exnetlns elltulele.
We speak with the utmost assurance of (lie creditable character of tills evhllilt cnihraclm;, as It docs, the most
extensive nnd the hioh( plcaslnir new weaves nnd colors ever shown ly us hi this early dale.
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ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
Dry Hoods, Millinery and Women's
Garments Exclusively

The

l.'i

St. Elmo Sample

& Club Rooms
Joseiili lliirnett. Proprietor,
120 Wet Central Avenue.
CHOICR LIQUOP.S SERVED. AIX
A. J. Love, Proprietor
the popular gumes. K?no every Mon40 S. First SÍreel day, Thursday nnd Saturday nlfrhtfl.
Phone 403.

THE ECO NOMl

TRIE.

READ JOURNAL WANTS.

Ever held in this city. Beautiful styles, music and great throngs of delighted women. That's
the story in a nutshell of this beautiful style show. The fact that the women of Albuquerque
and surrounding communities
who appreciate the truly artistic in women's attire now look
to this store as their authority is very gratifying to us as they fully realize that the display
made by the Economist each season contains not an article to which slightest question as to ;
its correctness could be attached. '

i

and

ROY A. STAMM

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager
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October 2, 1907, Call at ticket
office for particulars,
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f'ire the victim reallwii ti In dunirer he may
have a fatal niHliidy. Take Fnleya Kidney
Cine at the fliat ln of
aa It correrla Irreirulnrlllea nnd
revinta Brlnht'a
dUeaao and dlalwtea.
J, II. O Rielty Co.

ECONOMIST

work. Ho nlys:
"The presence of n slngli" tuberculous cow In a dairy stable may be responsible for the introduction of ' InInto the milk of
fectious material
"Observations definitely show that
th frequency with which milk con-- j
tains tubercle bacilli Is greatly unuer- esflmated, especially when It Is milked
in the eustomnrv way from tubercuudders, or
lous cows with healthy
from entirely healthy cows In a tubern .ironment."
culous
Dr. A. D. Mclvln. chief of the
of animal Industry. Indorses the
conclusions of Drs. Schroeder and Cotton In these words:
"The work as a whole shows thnt
the general condition or appearance
of a tuberculous animal gives no In11
dication as to the time when It
begin to distribute tubercle bacilli and
become dangerous; that the milk from
all tuberculous cattje, Irrespective of
tha condition of their udders, slwuild
be regarded as dangerous, and that
even the milk of healthy cawn. If It Is
drawn In the environment of Inhere
cattle, may contain tubercle
bsclMI", '
Thla work of Dr. Sihroeder was
tnsde public at about the lime when
tha t'nlted 8tates was startled by the
iHelnoire bv the census bureau of the
faét that tuberculosis caused more
deaths than any other disease, aud Dr.

--

.
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EIGN GRAND LODGE.
tho building, the damage being estirw.ii....,.
mated nr
rhmicaiwi
... siwornl
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v,,"Ui?L,,,U
St,
Paul
or Minneapolis
The car ran Into an Iron bumper and
urn 1 11, ran across tne platrorm and
and
return
$52.10
Into tho depot through the walls.
Tickets
on sale September
One of the wort fen ture of kidney trim-l- l
In that It la an inaldloua il,ea,e
and tin. 12, 13, 14; 15, 16, .return limit
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only two
Hchvoeder's

Purse

Tex.. Sept. 12. A freight
loaded with iron crashed Into the
new depot of the Kl Paso and South-
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American scientific men.
Professor von Behring was a. prophet when. In 1903, he said: "The milk
fed to infants Is tho chief cause of
consumption."
Four years ago this
statement savored of hypothesis; now
it Is proved scientific fact.
I will not weary you with a reiteration of the well known concluslons'of
the British Royal commission on tuberculosis, which demonstrated
tho
transmission of tuberculosis from tho j
feolng
througli
cow to the human
milk, nor will I cite to you the similar
findings of the German imperial
health office.
But I wi'l briefly call your attention to th" Investigations of the bureau of animal Industry; of the I'nited
States government into' the modes of
tubercular Infection. Thorough practical experiments and exhaustive tests
made by Din., K. t Schroeder and
W. K. Cotton, at the experiment uta
tlon at Hethesda. Md., have proved
thnt the presence of tubercle bacilli
In milk Is far more frequent than has
been supposed to be the case. I hcsi
experts have absolutely disproved the
Idea that the udder of the cow must
bp diseased In order to Infect the niHk
and they have demonstrated that the
I
presence of a single tuberculous
In the herd Is sufficient to cause
the Infection of all the milk of that
dairy.
The tremendous significance of this
demonstration Ik apparent when we
consider tho estimate that from thirty
to forty per cent of the dulry rattle
re tuberculous
and rerognlüe as
probable that no untested herd Is free
from tuberculosis.
' It Is necessary at this point to quote

'11

TROTTING AND
1

Denver and Return
$23.70
Colo, Springs and return$20.75
FREIGHT CAR INVADES
Pueblo and return
$18.95
PASSENGER STATION Chicago and return
$53.30
St. Louis and return. .$52.90
Xcw Structure Krcetcd by
Kansas City and return $44.55
in Kl Paso Seriously
Injured.
Norfolk and return, (60
day limit,)
.$72.90
Kl Paso.

."

One phase of the raw milk danger.
and tho most serious phase of all
the fact that raw milk is the common
cause of tuberculosis has been especially illuminated
by ' the work of

xcursions

n

IHniilnyrd,

mat

cagrr tu

taking ua about

"What rhanxi'l in ulylr are coming thla fall?
V
'l,l the ilooi'B to the aeereta of
acknowledge! loailnia In pfodnrln
of lh
roup of
American fnahlona. V ahow from each
ilrp.Ki'a and wrapa. upon which I hey have
(kill.
uf
lav lulicrt their wealth
lealua and
i'mii and Ben if they are not worthy uf I'arla.
a collection of tailor
Imve
ready
alao
Then h
niuile aulla In hamlnome Autumn atylea. at quite
,
wii'o
mo,),-- at, prlcea.
Women
like to he flral In
faahloiia. and all who are eager for it chamo In
heir waidiotiea. will welcome the opportunity

:n
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TIIK ECONOMIST

Furs Are All New;

All Are

Specially Priced

The aril.tlc and rf"'iiv I'urialan color harmo.
the new Hint
Impoi u'd fiallicu,
ll"era and rlhlioni. lli aklllful craf laniunahlp nnd
tho wide diversity of alylea ull coniblm, to makn
ilila dlaplay tho au'.horltatlte millinery allowing of
the IMI'ill.
nli r.

nc

vhlch contribute ess'clally lo lhe ch trader of the stjlcfnnd the service of every article,

That indefinable something individuality so essential in every smart article of attire is
emphasized here in a way most pleasing to those in quest of.criginal ideas. Every article of
apparel shown at our opening has a distinctive style character about it, an out of the ordinary
air so different from any thing you will see in any other establishment. Every creation that
is shown is the inspiration of an artist and not of the copyist.
... ...

---

-

.;i

EMMMl,

rt.l'l K.MHI.K

lituj c- -

zrz.r

-

We dleplny for the inxpertlon uf our friend' ibid
pulroiia the. moat varied, licaullful and uxcluxivn
In full millinery that we have ever thown.
!)!'
.
Willi h wur window dltiplayi.

ot one of the narnii'iils or arlleles wit ever offered for ale
lids season. ('nscpiciilly the styles are
all new. The Immense orders necessary lo hi'lnir lite assort mcnl lo Ihelr present reiiuirkalde completeness were
placed si ! lime when furriers lire iilile n
moii' than the usual attention lo the Ictiills hi workmanship

I

Millinery

Our illiiluy of oriiiliiul I'arl.lan uioileia, together
with copha ami iid.ipt.illoiia aullalilu for tha Ainer-Im- n
maikvl, la
complete, und the, In, Ilea
of Alliuiiuiirilun are cordially liulltd lo avail tliem-aelve- a
of thla opportunity for ohmirvlna; the lateat
and tieweet modea.

alluily

the

i. UNOMtsr

t
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Col., ami aro only too hnppy to see

ASK THE MANAGER IF 'the

The principal discussion" at the meet-lin- g
was the .attitude of the associa
tion toward the forest reserve policy
of the government. The members aro
heartily in favor of the principle behind the forestry policy, yet some of
them feel that they have not been
fairly treated In the allotment of the
range and in grazing charges, as compared with the sheep and cattlemen.
Strong resolutions were adopted and
a committee appointed to take up the
matter with the forestry service. Mr.
J. W. Glosshenner, an experienced
forest ofliclal made a strong address
showing that with proper handling
and sufficient range that goats were
really a benefit instead of a detriment
A
to any reserve.
resolution was
adopted to the effect that the executive committee be empowered toopen
negotiations with the fair association
in Albuquerque, looking to an annual
exhibit of Angora goats at the Iterrl--torlfair. It Is probable thait th-- i
next annual meeting will be held In
Albuquerque during the 1908 'fair.
following members were named
More
Into as The
Themselves Once
the officers and executive commit
tee:
.
Clutches of the Law,
W. A. Heather, Silver City, president.
D. C. Taylor, Lake Valley, first vice
lienu
Septum
United
of
the
The
president.
bfr
W. Glosshenner, Silver City, secJ.
States district court for the second
president.
district, and the Bernalillo county dis- ondW. vice
Leopold, third vice
C. Sllsby,
mornMonday
convene
will
trict court
president.
jng at 9 o'clock. The 110 jurors called
M. L. Biigbee, Silver City, assistant
for the two grand juries and the two secretary.
petit juries, are requested to be in
P. Rltter, Tied Rock: E. S. Edwards,
the court room at 9 o'clock promptly Santa Rita; A. F. Kerr, Silver City,
grand
when It Is expected that the
being the additional members of the
juries will be put to work with the executive committee.
ten
cases
Some
possible
delay.
least
The aim of this organization is the
are already set for trial on the United hroad one of promoting the interest?
States calendar and the grand jury of the industry and there is no doubt
will probably add several additional that the association will do much to
cases to this list.
advance Angora goat raising in New
There will in considerable business Mexico. The secretary of the asocia-tio- n
county
of
the
side
before the criminal
would like to hear from all goat
court, and it is understood that the raisers in the territory in the aim or
grand jury will have quite a lot of widening the operations of the organibusiness presented for its
zation which is to be in no sense a local one but aimed to reach the entire
territory. There are now about 60,-0(wiími'i, abeyta a xt) his
goats In Grant county and fifty
m:k;iiih)ics fence again men are engaged In the industry.
wile,
of
both
Carmel Abeyta and his
which Is producing in this county
Old Albuquerque, were arrested yes- about 150,000 pounds of mohair each
charging them ear. Southern New Mexico is ideally
terday on warrants
with wilful destruction of property. adapted to the industry which Is rap
And thereby hangs a tale of a neigh- idly assumingwmportant proportions.
borhood difference of opinion that has
grown into considerable of a law suit.
The law evidently doesn't hold much
terror for Abeyta, for he hasn't been
IS FOUND
paying much attention to certain portions of it. according to ttie persons
swearing to the warrants. Recently
Abevta and his wile were arrested

one hfWfrnm- - In their mifihbr-hoot- l.
Thpy know what rffoot hand-orn- e
china anil jjlasst souvenirs will
have on the ladles every Tuesday and
(f rlday attet noons una wtmt large,
steady crowds will throng past their
I place
of business nt night,
IS
OFDISTRIGTGOURT
j
Just watch the business along West
Gold street after the Crystal opens,
Watch how all the windows will bo
lighted that the big show crowd can
Oreat
their respective goods.
HOODOO
OPENS
thing this polite, continuous vaudegreat
merchant
retail
for
the
ville
'alon its ttath. ereater for the wnire
iearner who has a
fiimilv who
like to see the show each week TEN
SPRAINED ANKLE WILL KEEP1 would
CASES SET FOR TRIAL
and who cannot dig up fifty cents or
a dollar apiece for each one of them
riM
IIMITFn QTATPQ QIHF
MATSON FROM THEDPENING; !to see it.
'
j
Nice, clean, well conducted vaude- jvllle shows for ladles, gentlemen and
ns thp
mm- - Carmel Abeyta and His Fence
College Widow Original
jpany gives are as surely an indispen- P.nmnnnw P.nminor
tri thp 'ible institution of the modest city as
Get
Wrecking. ..Campaign
vv
& iW.i,,v;8 the mnl.ket nousp or tnp library,
&u
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Elks' on January 6, for a
gle Night,

Sin-

V.Iks' Theater ()m iih Tonight.
The attraction for the opening of
the Elks' theater tonight. Is the successful comedy drama "Zeke, the
It was Manager O. A. Matson of Country Hoy." This production is said
to be a departure from the sterethe Klks.' theater who wallze.d
otyped plays of the class, from the
up In the face oí tradition and fact that it Is not simply a vehicle
superstition, and Tom Lawson, and for the introduction of barn yards,
announced that hu didn't care a hang pile drivers, live stock or circus pa-- !
fn- - fcnuay,
(he thirteenth, that (Tirades combined with ancient gngs
úlun t feaze him and that Klks theate, and indifferent specialties, but it pos
.uia open on that date in spite of ses.ses literary merit to a marked de- th hoodoo. He even expressed the grees and offers rational amusement
belief that there wasn't uny hoodoo by pleasing the mind as well as the
and if there was, he thought he'd eye. The company has been chosen
manage to break it.
with a view of giving a performance
Now, Mr. Matson is a sadder and a complete In every detail and Includes
wiser man. He is laid up at home such well known people as Clyde
with his foot in a sling, nursing a Long, Miss Trlxie Lewis and Miss Vic- sprained ankle that will keep hini torla Brooks.
from any active participation in the
otienlng of the theater tonight.
Mr.
Matson was blithely throwing boxes
down Into the cellar under his store
E INVESTORS IH
on Central avenue yesterday afternoon when in some way he slipped
and fell through the cellar door, getting one of bis ankles vwy badly
sprained. Hu will feel the effects of
THE SILVER CITY
Hie fall fur some time to come.
The theater, however, will open with
"Zeke, the Country Hoy" as the attraction and the advance sale is quite
large.
'College' Widow" Coming.
DISTRICT
Mr. Matson, before he sprained his
ankle yesterday, closed a conaract
with the Savage "College Widow"
company, now beginning a western
tour, lo appear in Albuquerque on
g Operations Being Ex- January 6. next. "The College Widow," cleverest of the George Ade
tended in Every Section of
plays, has been one of the big favorites In the east and Is one of the
strongest attractions ever brought
County With Plenty of Money
here. It conies with the original Savage company and settings.
to Back the Work,
j

bra-acn-

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

ly
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h
Milkers, Apply at
Fourth st.
mek's dairv. 1902
Horseshoer;
first class
WANTED
Smith & Frank, 305
floor man.
Copper ave.
WANTED Messenger, boys. Apply
- to the Postal Telegraph company, tf

WANTED

MM

IH

pur-jterd-

R

I

n:-i-

'

V

lcp-ren-

ts

t

sal

1

,

FBI

effect

1

:

Mr-i- t

02-0-

i.

1

Guaranteed
Under the

IÚ

,

-

avenue.
WANTED1 Stokers at the gas plant. Apply
at the Gas Plant.

'

DRUGS
I
'

ACT

Serial No. 6768.

m

P;

I

Address FOB SALE Horse, bufgy and harness,
real estate office preferred.
separate, cheap, Apply 614 North Sixth
Slenngrapher, care Morning Journal.
Coal street.
Empty bags at llahu's
FOU SALE A biigy and harness, cheap if
WANTED Situalion as hook keeper hy a . taken at once; party going to leave town.
first class experienced man; city refer- Inquire at this office.
ences.
Address M. Harden. Journal office Fori SALE Cheap, If sold at once, well
Improved
ranch. Call on or adlly young lady, position as
WANTIOIJ
Mrs. Ida Notley, Old Albuquerque.
will take class In literary, piano. dress
strlnK Instruments, elocution, danclnp; best FOB SALE Light mountain wagon, or will
recommendations furnished. Address Gov- exchange for buggy. Can bo seen at
R. Third.
Ban Antonio,
erness, 1122 Maverick street,
Texas.
FOU SALE Two cottages and four corner
Siirse, male or female; apply at
lols, cheap.
Kinster'a Cigar Factory.
WANTED
once. SBiila Fe Hospital.
Foil BALE We have sopie good cuw for
sale. Albers Brothers.
WANTl-'lrooms with
Two unfurnished
bath and hila.--d In prívalo family, must FOU SALE Hull terrier pups, bred from
he close
In und modern.
Address Box
tho best
stock l.i America.
F. II.
1114.
Puss-more'-

City.
WANTED An unfurnished E or 8 room
house; must he In Rood neiKhhorhood and
modern; no children or Invalids In family.
Address K. 1'. Smith, Post Office. Inspector,
city.
Lmher teams to haul lumber
WANTED
from our mill In Cochltl Canon 'n Domingo, 22
frond roads and Rood water. Address DomiiiKO Lumber Co., Thornton. N. M.
WANTED A certain number of boarders
pay your fixed expenses; every one shove
that number pays you a profit; you can always keop tho number right by using the
want columns of the Morning Journal.

CONSOLIDATED

sLaMsstsW

7i

LIQUOR

COMPANY,

Distributers,

i

FOR

and

FOR SALE
i-

O

It

SALE

Real Estate
brick.

Five-roo-

modern.

east front, easy terms. Boom
N. T. Armijo building.
FOIÍ SALE
modern house lntno
Highlands. Call at 417 .South Arno. Dr.
close

In,

9.

Five-roo-

Wilson.
FOll KALE A five room house, also an
eight room house, latter furnished or unfurnished, both modern; close In; cheap this
week; also two seated carriage, nearly new.
Inquire fi?Jt East Central avenue.
1, George Hhade. hereby give mil Ice to the
general public that on and after this dale,
September 10. I will not lie responsible for
any debts coniracted by my sou, George
Shade, Jr.

STl l)Y

1

OI K PRICKS
quart fruit cans, per doz ...

Small lanterns
Full size lanactns
Slaw cutters
Toy carts

. .
. .

.50c
,15c

...60c
.
.

.
.

.30c
,20c

Iron wagons, $1 to
12.50
. . .15C
Chair seats, from 8c to
Urass wash boar do
. . .40c
Glass washboards
. . ,4.ic
Pail wash boards
. . . . .1X0
2 bars Fels N'aptha soap
. . . Tic
7 fool chains for swings, per pr.
7
We carry a good assortment
tents und tent files.
TIIK M.VAK.
Wm. Kieke, J1oH-oetor.1

.

ki:i:p a piix'k

or oiit

kansas

IX YOIK IIOIISK'S
MAM'KH. A 2.V PIIX'K WILL liAST
1
K. W. Vi:
FOR MONTHS.
HOCK

S.

SALT

FIRST

(ST.

PIIOXi:

16.

Aermot.iy

SALE

Albuquerque

p

--

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons,
Over Vann'8 drug 8tor. Phome:
Office and residence, 628. Albu
auerque, N, M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeoa.
Occidental Life Building, Albuquerque New Mexico. Telenhon 88.
VETERINARY.
WM. BELDEN
Veterinary.
Phone 405. Residence 40J a.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT

Dental Hnreean.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phono
744,
Appointments, made br mull.
3,

ARciiiTíxrrs.

.civiii

Bon.

DR. B. M.

WILLIAMS

DENTIST

21-2- 5,

B.VKNETTnUIIilUNf;.

707

tf

1

FOR RENT

i:(Uki:iis

PITT ROSS
County Surveyor.
Attorney before U. S. Land Depart-men- t.
Land Scrip for aale. Civil am
gineerlng.
Gold Ave.. Opposite Mornln Jonnml

tf
tanks

windmills,

substructure. Wolklng ft
North Eighth street, phone 4 SR.

mil;

St. Louis, U. S. A.

Bottled Only at the Urowory in SL Loulm.
i

street.

Rooms

K 10.N'T
Two niceiy" furnished
front rooms, suitable
for light
housekeeping. Enquire 617 S.

Ft III

FOU UKNT A two roomed house, nearly
new; call at r.1 N. Fifth street.
Foil KENT Four well furnished rvoms for
housekeeping,
all modern. 324 S. Kdlth.
Foil BENT Pleasant furnished room with
hath; gentleman preferred; no health- 1002 N. Second street.
seekers.
FOU BENT Nicely furnished room
with
ball,.
409 S. Arno street.
Foil KENT Three nicely furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; no Invalids. 301 N.
Killth street.
Foil BE.NT
Furnished rooms; pleasant
place; no sick. ATI M. Sixth.
room
FOItBENffVñTiífunrished
.Apply K07 W. Gold avenue.
Fob BENT Two furnished rooms suilabie
for housekeeping.
Address 41.1 N. Sixth
Foil lllONT Modern furnished rooms;' rea114 it W. Gold avenue.
sonable.
FOll BENT Well furnished rooms with
bath, at the Occidental Life Building,
corner Central and Broadway. No Invalids.
Address Dr. D. E. Wilson.
BOOMS FOR BENT A few nicely furnished
rooms with use of bath, by the week ot
month.
No Invalids taken.
Hotel Cralie,
Silver Ave.
FOB RENT Neatly
furnished rooms at
very low prices, The La, Veta Roomlni
House,
avenue.
West
Mrs. J.
Lead
III
Fleming.
tf
FOB RENT Modern room and hoard. $25
per month. Mrs. Eva L. Craig,
$01
South Second street, nps'alrs.

SwtH--

t

I'olatocs, lb

Native

IV it n toes,

EYE
ON

THIS
SPACE

A.

Tomatoes, lt

flutter, lb
I'lesli Mont anil Spi'liif;

Tijeras Ave.,

W.

YOUR

2.HS

('reen Corn, down

Il

KEEP

,5c

g lbs, for.

Fleischer

80c
( lilckeiiH.

I'hona

The Real Estate - Man
GROSS,

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants

St.

Wool, IIIiIcm nml 1YJU

a Slicctally.

A T ,Tl

Just received a fresh

ship-

ment of ?'

10

HQ I T1 1 Ql TI

T,A

VEfSAH

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

Coin Flakes

per package only

.

HOMEOPATHS.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON

Casey, Box IS.1, Las Cruces. N. M.
FOll SALE A good top buggy for sale KOOMS
cheap.
N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter

"E. C."

...

THE AMERICAN BREWING CO.,

Hsiffica..

Furnished house and tent nt
Edith street. Inquire 823 S. Edith

-

EHEWJ.AW

1

Dwellings

Physician and Sureeon
Highland Office. 10 S. Walter street.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone N. 108.
.
R. L. HUST
Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 and X, N. T. Armijo Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DR3 SHADRACH & TTJLL
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, None Throat.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa F eoast
lines. Office 813
West Central ara.
Honrar 9 to 12 a.m.: 1:30 to S rt m.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect,
FOR SALE Horse, saddle and bridle. Rooms 46 and 47. Barnatt Bulldlnr
ave.
1012
Forrester
M iscellaneous
W A NTED
ASHAVERS.
mattress
and
SALE Bed,
FOR
to "occupy two unWANTED 'Gentlemen
springs, $12; dresser, $8. Apply W. JENKS
furnished front rooms, connected or sep- 3ft
Aasayer, Mining & Metallurgical
J,y?sLc?n1 avenueárale; also one furnished tent In good conEngineer.
dition; on cur line; no invalids. See K. O. FOR SALE Handles from 4 to 60 acres
609
West Fruit avenue, Postofflca Box
each, all under main Irrigation ditch:
price. 212 S. Second street, or apply at 423
173,
9.
or
S. Third street.
at office of F. H. Kant, 1U
near cily. Alhutiucrquo' Land Co., Boom
tf South Third street.
Position by lady stenographer; Cromwell building.
WANTED

air-tiul- it

.'0.--

DR. S. L. BURTON

""

Louis
St.
IS

T

1'hyslcian and Surgeon.
attention given to Sklti,
Rectal and Genlto-Urlnar- y
diseases.
Hours,
a.. m.;, 5 p. m., 8 p. in.
Rooms 4 and '5. Harnett hldff.

FOR RENT Large barn with stalls for
five Viorses and plenty of room for vehl
large hay loft and corral. Address J.
general house- cles;
Girl
'
.T. .T.. Morning
Journal.
work; small . family; good wages. FOR RENT Two or three room nouses.
509
Clarke,
Lee
Annlv mornine-sJ.
W. V.
or unfurnished.
tf furnished
W. Roma ave.
le 602 South Second street
as
woman
while
competent
A
WANTED
cook for family of two persons. Inquire of
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE
Mrs. N. n. Field. Ülir, Tijeras Rend.
WANTED SeamBtiess who Is willing lu uo
Mrs.
Apply
to
home.
ing
sew
at her
plain
51
N.
.1
P.. Herndon.
FOR BALE Furniture at private sale;
yA,nieu woman tor Keut-iu- B.,iuübo,k,
all contents of a 5 room house. Parlor
Herndon,
good wages. Apply to Mrs. J.
combination writing desk and
suite;
1
N. Ninth street
book case; china cabinet; buffet; quarexperian
At the Economist,
ter sawed oak; blrdseye maple bedWANTED
room suite; porcelain lined refrigerator,
enced saleswoman in the millinery detf
new; gasoline range, heating stoves; 8
portment.
Axmlnster rugs. Sale begins Saturday
I,a,ly teacher to teach Jemez
WANTED
521 East Central avenue.
morning.
public school;'! only competent
Springs
good
apply;
teacher with experience need
wages. Apply to J. W. Miller, or Linus L.
Shields. I'erea. N. M.
FOR SALE 5 room house and lot, also furniture by the piece or lot; cheap, on easy
WANTKD At the Economist, an experiInquire 308 Baca avenue.
In the millinery de- payments.
enced saleswoman
tf FOll HALE CHEAP Five blocks from Sanpartment,
ta Fe shops. & room house with barn on
WANTED lllrl for general housework,
lot 10x142 feet; price $800; $400 down and
ply fil9 South Second .treet.
balance on easy payments. Apply to P. F.
i'oung lady for office work; one McCanna. Boom 11 Grant block.
WANTED
with experience preferred. Apply at The
FOR SALE Range, dresser and fine
Jaffa Grocery Company.
oak dressing table. 406 S. Walter
WANTED A saleswoman In millinery dest.
partment at the Economist.

Thrmipnont Ir rntiro proccsi of lirpwinr; bihI holding;, conieit in cntilact only with copper, tin lined und enameled surfaces. It it hrwrv in
rmiHiioiialy clean copier vessels, tlicp pii-cthrough Mock tin ipeirto rnamrlrtl steel tanks whero it i acjed and layered for at leant MX
liottlinff machines, wherft it ia filled off into thoroughly clenned and
months; then pitied (rain thronrjli hlis k tin pipen to
Urili1 bottle. W uie only the Fintsl Grade of IMPORTED BOHEMIAN HOPS. Absolutely Free From Adulterants and Preservative!.
a

A VP StTRfiKONK.

Special

JHElJJm
for
WANTED

Important.

tly

Iramous

FOOD ANO

PHYSICIANS

DR, CHAS. A. FRANK

FOR RENT
401 8.

,

Attorney a Law.
First National Bank Bulldlnn
Alhuquerjue, New Mexico.
Office In

West Central Avenue

FOR RENT

CARDS.

ATTOliNFVs

Champion Grocery
Prc-Emincn-

eto..

K. W. E. UK IAN

Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bids.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.

street.

WHEN DRINKING BEER
Quality and Purity are

PROFESSIONAL

Money
to Loan
Furniture,

fnrmatinn mrrcnond with Turner A 303
Ground. East baa Vegas, n. m
class carpenters.
WANTED Three first
Apply A. W. Haydon, 412 West Copper

fife- -

J

Personal Property Loans

-

Lumber Company.
re- .WANTED General merchandise clerk
quires good position at once. jmcb
Apply
C
married; near railroad preferred.
.
J. Canning, Wagon Mouna,
All rnunri hlltrher: for full In

,

safolr at reasonable rates. Phone
840.
The Security Warehouse A Improve
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block, Third
street snd Centra! avenue.

ot age year given. Goods to remain in your
14 .to 16 yearspossession. ' Our rates are reasonable.
American Lumber company.WANTEÓ Upy. between 14 and 16, at Call and see us before borrowing.
AmAi-ion-

housoTioldPg-oos-

Planos,

stored

Beze-Nort-

WANTEl4-B- oy

I

PROPOSE 10

STORAGE

Pianos, Organs, Horses,
turn a. furniture On
WANTED Man who-linda- r
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
bunlnrsa. for general work tind drive wag-e-'
P".
Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
H. Strong, Second and Copper.
VvVÑTEli Janitor; man must ,be handy low as $10.00 and ail high as $150.00.
T,
Jour- Loans are quickly made and Btrlctly
with tools. Good wages. Address
nal ofTlre.
private. Time: One month to one

'

HELPLESS III

II

DNÍONm3lAlE

VÍAN TED

al

ttr7nvX.

1

Male

WANTED

HELP

When the case came to trial before
Justice of the Peace Romero in Old
found
justice
the
Albuquerque,
against the defendants. They apcourt,
where
pealed to the district
ACEQUIA
Judge Abbott sustained the decision of
I Special
Morning Journal.
CurreMionlcm'e
fine
the
ordered
and
court
ice
lust
the
HOLD II Silver City, N. M., Sept. 11. Men Wind
judgment confirmed. After some
with money to invest are coming into time the defendants filed a motion to
the judgment, but WedneHis Way
Silver City and the surrounding min- set asirle
afternoon this motion was over- Amos Clevenger Lost
ing district Is constantly Increasing sday
Judge
by
Abbott.
ruled
numbers with plent yof capital behind
and His Coat and May Die
Wednesday night, the Abeytas, It is
them, attracted by the recent developwandered out and tore down
ment of standard values in almost ev- charged,
as Result of Fall Into Ditch,
the On reia fence all over again." Their
ery mining camp in the district.
followed. The case was to have
A. K. Johnson of Milwaukee. Oeorge arrest
yesterday afternoon but
10. Ketter of linker City, Oregon, (!. been heard
morning.
Amos C'levenifer, an old man, bent
T. Iloatman, of Daytim, Ohio, Jtoscoe went over until this
ALBUQUERQUE
years and so feeble that his
with
among
Hondy
of Dayton, Ohio, are
lit.
Sues to Kecovcr on Note.
hands shook a with the palsy, was
Hie visitors in the city this week. All
on a promissory
Suit to recover
out of the Thorpe acequia,
are heavy holders in the Philadelphia note and the balance due on a bill was taken
of the city, yesterday afternoon,
mine at Hanover, and are here to '""i tiled in the district court yesterday. north
by officer Alexander Knapp of the
is
ore by liobert 10. Putney, for the firm of
the property.
There
Enterprising Brotherhoods aic spect
force.
enough In sight in this mine to ship a L. H. Putney & Co., against J. M. police
Clevenger was taken to the city
Most of the ore is Archuleta.
a day now.
building,
Going Into Instructive Enter- car
where Dr. Cams, city physt-slclabeing shipped to 101 Paso but with tin;
Archuleta is alleged to have made
attended to him aqd ordered
in
proposed
capacity
of
the
Hl,nt to St. Joseph's hospital for
a promissory note to the plaintiff
tain, nent Business on an Ex- Ihe Silver increase
City smelter much of the, on I'chrunry :, r.w , for $2,357.71, him
treatment, as the old mail- - was sul- ore can be handled here. The Phila- due in loti days, wilh interest nt Dlifering from nervous
shock
tensive Scale,
delphia people are to put In a new per cent. The petitioner avers that
Clevenger told Officer Knupp thai
itoHl ami air compressor and propose ,,nlv $700 of the above amount lias no ,.int, here Hwn I'll Paso, and that
to equip their property with the latest ,eeti paid, leaving a balance of $ 1.- - while wandering north of the city yes-- I.
Th" t'i' sliyti riiiii !i ni lu rlioml and nia, hlner. Manager Maker, a thor- - i i t
balance due on goods
ho lost his coat and In scarch- the Urol hei hood of St. 1'itul have suc- i mghly practical operator, says hi.-- . chased the
Hi. delivered to Ihe defend-nfor that garment, fell Into the
ceeded In si llinn a sufliei, tit num- torce ol men will lie practically dou- ant. between
AuOctober S, 1004, and
which was lull of mud and
ber of season tickets
for their bled at on, e, and both shipping and gust 27, 1Ü07.
declared that he
water. The old
course,
not development will he crowded forUrothei tiuml
lecture
Tho plaintiff prays that the court had relatives living in Kllcnwood,
only to justify
the expense of ward.
for the Kas., and thov will be Informed o
judgment
will grant him
that enterprise, but to justify Iheiil
The Colorado Fuel and Iron com- promissory note and Ihe balance i his serious condition
In annoum-hia still more elabóralo pany is. shipping an enormous tonnage
Indebtedness. Felix II. Lester
iniertalnnieiit enterprise which Is each day from the Htockman and the the plaintiff.
iiothinit less than the promotion of a Hai ring mines at Fierro which they
FAILED TO CLAIM
Chnuti ii'iua for Albii,ueriue, for tho lave leased, and for which they mv
MaiTluKo Lici-nsc- .
comin? year. The lecture cottse
paying lu cents a ton royalty. The
HUSBANDS REMAINS
Marriage licenses were issued to Ihft
to be made the foundation for the Ivanhoe mine under the management following couples by Probate Clerk
am
larRcr enterprise. A Chaulau'pia witn of Hugh llanfsey, Ik still a large pro- A. H. Walker yesterday:
the rlchl kind of talent would he of ducer and Is paying handsomely. Fine
Marvin pnwe, aged 31, and lid It h Itixly of .lolm M, Kcndrv Imlil to Itct
the Kleatest betiellt to Albuquerque, ore is being taken out of the shaft: Craig, both oí Silver Cily, X. M., and
Allcr Haling Dcen Held for More
and If the pioposed enlerpris, Is to un riow ijcing sunk at Copper Flats. The Juan de Dios Chavez, aged 24, of Al'II nt 11 a Month lo Hear From Itclu- of the same Krade as the lecture,: production of the whole district is in buquerque, and Katie Qulntano, aged
course there is no iiuestlon as to fft creasing by leaps and bounds.
lives.
S, of Los Griegos.
merit. Senator Hob Taylor, Kathcrine
The automobile service has been re
Itidgeway. Colonel ticoiw W. Haiti, newed between Central, Fort Hayard,
Followed only by a foiv friona
the Amphlon Male Quartetn and tho Santa Itita and Silver City and is a
whom lit? made during his briei resiSlayton Jubilee Singers form the great boon to travelers. Mrs. Wenzel
E
dence In Albuquerque, the remains of
course for the fall and winter and' has shown commendable enterprise In
John McKendry, who died here on
offer the very highest class of enter- establishing this service.
July 27, were laid to rest yesterday In
tainment. Neither the lecture course
Mrs. J. W. Hible and family have
Santa Harbara cemetery by Undernor the proposed Chauta,ua are de- returned to Silver
City, after having
taker A. Holders, after a funeral sernominational in character, the broth- s(ient the summer months in Los Anvice
at Immaculate Conception
erhoods bavin? merely constituted geles.
church, Rev. Fr. A. M. Mandalarl
themselves
liuarantee eommltteo to
The Guarantee store here, owned by
ofliclating.
The bearers were lien
(lomóte the enterprise.
Frank Hhoads, has doubled Its lloor
llotha, Fred Haxter, 1. C. Carter, and
space
year,
past
now
during
is
and
the
C. H. Clay, friends of the deceased.
v.u ii; II. mo tiifateii's
crowded for space again.
McKendry was 28 years old and opII
i TON I J LSI x i:ss Jake Meyers, of Harry Benjamin &
erated a saloon In Chicago until a
Co., of Albuquerque, hss been here
few weeks before coming to AlbuWhen the Crystal Theater company on business
for several days.
querque when his falling health forced
decided to enter Trinidad, Col., and
Manager Welwter, of the fair adput in a houe for the presentation of vertising
him to give up work and come here.
has been here with th-He fas accompanied by his wife and
their splendid vaudeville programs, car. The car.
the
fair
from
at
attendance
Strong Organization Completed mother-in-laThe isaloon was left
tin y were oblltred to accept a location Sliver City
this year will be larger
in charge of an uncle. When McKenupon an
anil off the than ever before.
Anin Grant County and First
dry died the uncle was appealed to
main street there.
for funds with which to take the reAfter they had Rotten thing going
Cured lltiy fever und Hummer Told.
V'i'i'l every retail merchant along the
nual Meeting is Held in Silver mains back to Chicago. He refused
A. J. NuNliauin. Hatesvllle. Indiana, writes:
and
the widow, after remaining here
"Ijist
year
line commenced to do business. Show
suffered for thre mouths with
until August 17. returned to Chicago,
windows began to take on fresher ap- a summer cold so distressing that It InterCity,
assuring tho undertaker that she
pearances, vacant more rooms began fered with my business. I had many of the
and a doctor's prewould send for her husband's body.
to be sought after and new and at- symptoms of hay fever, my
I took
esse,
scription
did
not
reach
end
tractive signs iM'gan to spring up ev- severs! medicines which seemed to only ag- I Special Correspondence Morning Journal. That she was In good faith, Mr. Borerywhere. The Crystal company give gravate my esse. Fortunately I Insisted
Kilver City, X. M.. Kept. 11. "In ders s.iys there was no doubt, for each
su, h attractive bills and keep such upon having Foley's Honey snd Tar In the hormoiiloiiH association
is Individual day after her husband's death she
came lo look at the remains, giving
nicely conducted hous
that It never yellow package, and It oulrkly cured me. protection."
fails to win and to do that, at the My wife has since used Foley's Honey and
This Is tho motto of the Angora every evidence of deepest grief.
modest price It asks, Is to have all the Tar Willi the same success." J. II O'lllelly (out lireeilers' association of Xew
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities from
.Mexico, which has Jiut been organ
amusement going people In town go- Co.
hloiul, and unless they du this Rood
ing that way all the time.
ized by (iriint county goat men and the
la Impossible.
Foley's Kidney 1'ure
health
(;MD iiiiax. x ati vi-- PiionrcT, which held Its
Some of the merchants on West
annual meeting In makes sound kidneys and will positively cure
fiold street (in the wake of tho new XOMIOIITS Itr.MOVr.M: STK AK'IIT. Silver City, September 10. The at- all forms of kidney and h'adder dlscHse. It
1
have seen this hap- cm: . a it i k m :, i :. w. 11:1:,
tendance waa large and some very strengthens the whole system. J. H. O'lllelly
Crstal theater)
s. 11 its sr. i'iiom;
pen In both Pin-biand Trinidad.
practical results were accomplished. lo.
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paying 25c for 2
packages of the same goods

'
from the
Arrlv. Poptii
No. I. Kouthern Cal:
7:46 p 1:10 p
No. t, California Limited ....11.30p
No.T, North. Cal. Taat Mll. . .10 :H p 11:41 p
No. I, El P.
Mex. Cltjr Kip .11:41 p 11:10 a

Alhuquerqua Cash Grocery

No, I, Chlcaao
Mall
1:00a
No. 4, Chloago Limited
1:10 p
No. I, Chi.
Kan. City Eip., 1:40 p
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315 W.
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(:I0p
7:10 p

No. 1, Chi.. Lx".
K. C. Ex 1:10 a T 00 p
No, 10 connactaat Lam with branch train
fur Rama V ami atop, at all local polnta lo
Naw M.ilon.
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Watermelons are

Clerk Who Embezzled $60,000 Rep resentatives of Railroads
Arrested
River
on
Bank
Considering Means of AvertWhere He Vainly Sought the ing Equipment Famine SimiCourage to Jump In,
lar to' Last Year,

Our

New Orleans, La Sent. 12. Chañes
E, Laton, chief clerk In the office of
the first district tax colloctor herwho disappeared two davs aeo. leav
ing a shortage of over $600,000, was
discovered at 5 o'clock this afternoon
standing on the bank of- - the Missis
sippi river, attempting to summon up
courage enough to Jump into the water and commit suicide.
He said that he had stárted toward
the water several times, but each time
his courage failed him. Ho made a
full confession.

market,
We are handling sweetest Rocky Fords sold In

al-

.

-

i
i
Milan
ron

Atlantic CItv. N. J., Sept. 12.
Measures to avert a repetition of the
car famine of last winter are to be
considered bv the car service commission of the American Railway Association 'at an important conference
here. Renresentatives of nearly all
the- - Important trunk ljnes are In attendant. The conferes admit that, an
alarmine shortaee of rolling stock
confronts the railroads, but refuse to
state whether any line of action to
avert conditions equally as bad if not
worse than which prevailed last winter had been agreed upon.

Is Not a

He

Candidate and Does

Not Intend to Become One,
St. Paul, Sept. 1 2. "I am not a' candidate for the presidency, and I do
not intend to become one," This was
the emphatic declaration made by
Governor John A. Johnson, of Minnesota, to a party of prominent Nebraska Democrats, who come to pie-setheir invitation to Governor
Johnson to attend a banquet In
and address the gathering. Governor Johnson declined the invitation.

nt

Lln-"co- ln

E'
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BY

Mistake Ijtnils Surprised Chicago
Thufrs In Prison.

Chicago, Sept. 12. Three robbers,
had just held up, beaten and
robbed a victim, fell into a trap early
this morning.
Mistaking the home of Policeman
William Orthmann for a friendly sa
loon, they beat excitedly upon the
Luckily the officer was at
door.
home.
"Let us In quick," they called out,
hammering on the door.
"Sure, step right in," said Officer
at
Orthmann.
"Make yourselves
home," continued the policeman, wh
had shifted his artillery into position.
The escited robbers took one look;
down the eight-Inc- h
barrel of a magazine gun and wilted.
t
to
"Don bother
sit down," said
the affable policeman, "Just line up
against the wall while Mary rings for
the carriage."
Mary, his wife, called the patrol
wagon, and the trio were landed in
prison. As they were armed, and as
the Illinois law provides the death
penalty for highway robbery where
the robber carries a deadly weapon,
this trio seems to be facing a dull
outlook.

Freight Agent Held in
in Jail on Terrible Charge
Protests His Innocence,

Paris, Sept. 11. The sanltarv 'authorities of Paris have eacKed the
conclusion that houses can be infected
with cancer and that rooms, which patients have Inhabited will convey till
disease long after the victims are
dead. Observation seems lo prove that
in houses where death from cancer
has appeared the disease often break
out again when occupied by othur
families. This fact has so often been
noted that now a census has been
taken to see about houses where cancer patients have died during the last
six months of 108. There are 1,02
houses on the list which will be
watched to see if new residents become infected with the disease.
Already in twelve of the houses
there "have been two successive rases,
not counting live old asylums where
deaths
there have been twenty-si- x
from the sam-- disease. Dr. Armandc
reports that in a village of 400 Inhabitants there were In a space of seym
years eleven deaths from cancer, 'l
practically occurring In the same
block of houses.

El Paso. Tex., Sept. 12. The excitement following the arrest yesler-da- v
of A. V. McDuffle,
the freight
agent here of the Kl Paso and Southwestern road, was intensified today by
the finding of the body of the infant
which McDuffle Is charged with having murdered.
The body, partly
by rats, was found concealed in
The freight depot of the Southwestern
railroad.
The mother of the Infant, who Is a
divorced woman, prominently connected In Fort Worth, declared today
that McDuffle was the father of the
child. and that ho took It from her
two horns after its birth.
McDuffle. who Is held in the county
Jail without ball, says he is the victim
of circumstances and can prove his Innocence of the terrible charge when
HOW TO AVOID AITKNOICITIS.
the time comes. lie has retained atMont victims of iippenrllclli
uro thowi who
torneys to renresent him In court. The Hr hahltiiHlly
ciinntllpatml.
Orino l.Rxatlve
preliminary hearing In the case Is ex- Krult Hyrup rurei, chronic, constipation by
pected to be held tomorrow morning. tlmulatlnK llio livor tul liowfl. onrt
tilo, nfttural iiellon
howolii.
of th
McDuffle came to Kl Paso from Fort
Krult Syrup rlom not nauni-ntWorth and took charge of the freight Orino I,axtlve
In
to
Rrlp
pl?nnnt
or
mlitl
and
and
office of the Southwestern road In May
of this year. In Fort Worth he had take. ItcfuBO aubatltutca. J. II. O'HIolly Co.
for many years heen an employe of
Nye's tent show tonight, 10 and 20
the Houston and Texas Central road,
and bore an excellent reputation. cents.
Among his associates at the SouthNye's tent show tonight, 10 and 20
western freight office here It Is said
that the accused man always conduct- cents.
ed himself in a correct manner and at
no time did he exhibit any signs of
having anvthlng on his mind outside
of his office duties, to which, apparently, he was entirely devoted. His
arrest on the terrible charge created
consternation among the men who
knew him best.
.

NEW POLICE CHIEF NAMED
FOR SAN FRANCISCO
Elisor

Illgg.V

VELVET,

Sncx-eed-

LINOLEUM

AMMUNITION.

B ' RLJPPKlC11 uP Telephone 789

Whenever you want your rrcHertptlons filled promptly and accurately or
If you want DHl'tiS and MEDICINES sent up to your bouse In a hurry.

West

Central

Avenue

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO
BLUE FRONT.

HOW

ABOUT THAT

NEW

FALL

COUNTER,

jity.

117

W. Central Ave.
í

SUIT?

HANDSOMER

AND

MORE UP TO DATE THAN

EVERYBODY EACH YEAR IS BECOMING MORE INTERESTED
IN

CLOTHES.

THAT'S

A

SIGN OF PROGRESS.

TO IMPROVING HIS APPEARANCE,
CERTAINLY HAVE

Albert Faber
.

FURNITURE,

ANCE.

308-31-

NO

AND

ONE

0B-JEC-

CLOTHES

GREAT DEAL TO DO WITH APPEARWHEN YOU BUY CLOTHES WHY NOT

THAT ARE MADE TO CONFORM WITH YOUR

MEASUREMENTS

AND THAT ARE MADE FOR YOU PERSON- t

ALLY?

W. Central Ave.

0

A

THEREFORE,

BUY THOSE

CARPETS

and DRAPERIES.

YOU WILL FEEL RICHER IN ONE OF OUR MADE TO MEAS-

THE

FUN

BIG

URE SUITS THAN YOU DO WITH THE PRICE OF IT IN YOUR

SHOW

POCKET.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

TRY ONE.

Elk's Theater Friday, Sept,l3

uits $15 to $4

THE NEW RURAL COMEDY

SUCCESS

D.

THE COUNTRY BOY

A

BOATEIGMT, Phone
1013.

H.

STORY OF PLAIN FOLKS.
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Our Fall Styles In Men's Clothing
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HAVE ARRIVED.

One taya It Is kidney trouble, another that It Is Height's Disease. What
Is the use of splitting
when
halr
of the kidney trouble
shows albumen If tested for It, and
no Insurance Company then
Hnts
you, no matter what you call your
trouble or how well you look?
Montón J..
Are you awsre that the last V. S.
At New York: New York 0, Wash- census
of all
shows that nine-tentington 1.
the dead from kidney troubles hart
National 1 Hit no.
Xf Hoston:
First game, Hoston 4. Hrlght'i Disease? Well, It Is a posiPhiladelphia 2: second game, Hoston tive fHct, and the census gives the
figures, via: C8.OD0 out of 3,000 the
3, Philadelphia 2.
At Chicago: Chicago 3, Cincinnati 1. last census year.
Then, how under the sun ran you
.. New
Hrooklyn
At Hrooklvn:
afford to take anything In he world
L
York 5.
for that kidney trouble of yours
I
'
'
Western I
"
At Omaha: Omaha 2, Des Moines 0. Fulton's Henal Compound?
(WRpIIIv
Ahn
.1.
"
II.
4.
,rni;t:irls.
3,
Mncoln
Al Pueblo: Pueblo
,
At huni'np' Denver 21. Slux CitV 8.1 que!clo, N...M.
!4'MKiie.

Chicago 3.
First game, Detroit 3,
At Detroit:
Cleveland Z: second game, Detroit 2.
Cleveland 2. (Game called at end of
eighth Inning on account of darknesc.)
Philadelphia 7,
At Philadelphia:
2,

nine-tent-

.

'

f

lt

MAKES.

STEIN BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

STICK TO IT THAT YOU

NO OTHER BRAJID FOR THERE ARE NONE

WILL

"JUST AS GOOD."

s

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'
SAM

AND YOUTH'S

CLOTHING.

INSIST ON SEEING THE

PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$3.50, $500 and $6.00
OUR

HOUSES

STAND

BACK OF EACH GUARANTEE AND

WE PROTECT

OUR CUSTOMERS.

Parker

Lucky
Curve
We

irlv

U'AU.TI:E

have tliem In all

price.

--

2
M

you a W KITTEN
lili every pen,. We

r3

L Washbunrii

lcs and all
u

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY
NUxr CKMit.il.

A

ti.

.

HAVE

$2Q and $

5

lk

WHY SPLIT HAIRS

THE CELEBRATED

MORE THAN OTHER

Fountain
Pen
j:'

47

i

SSecondj

s

..i hasebam, games.
Yixrionn.ws
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EVER,

Come and examine our
stock and we will see that
you save money by buying
your fall needs from us.

to increase revenue

St.

CUTLERY,

BORN'S BLUE B0ÓK OF FALL 1907 SAMPLES IS ON OUR

redmenIdoptplan

American

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

Our stock of printed and
inlaid linoleum is the largest ever shown in this

At Matson's

Iouls:

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

ART SQUARES, Etc.

San Francisco, Sept. 12. The board
of police commissioners today elected Latest Feature of Fair Week Seats on Sale Wednesday,
lilggy
W. J. Ulggy, chief of police,
served a short time as chief of poPromises to Bring Crowds of
September 11.
lice under Mayor Phelan several years
ago. For the past nine months Htgg
Camera Fiends,
has been elisor of the superior court,
acting as the custodian of Abraham
Ruef, un Important factor in the
PRICES 35c, 50c, 75c.
A contest
for amateur photogralocal graft cases.
phers, with handsome prizes for a
dozen classes of entries and work. Is
the latest feature of the coming ter- Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
ritorial fair. Nothing has been said
of the photograph contest.
It has
been worked up quietly and It. has
E. Walker
sprung
grown
been
and ready to Arthur
IYr Caplti Assessment of Mcmlx'rslilp take care offullItself.
2n.iiiriincc.
Mutual
laical dealers
Fire
HalMcd From 10 to 15 tent.
have offered handsom prize fur nil Itullillns
Ax'lntlon. l'hone 60S
rnn.
Unit Ontml
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 12. To rehabil- sorts and conditions of artists and 111
itate Its treasury, the groat council of art. and It will be th chance of a
Improved Order of Kedmen today In- lifetime for the camera Mends.
Albuquerque has an enormous numcreased the per entiila tax from 10 to
IP you WANT
ber of kodak devotees. There are a
15 cents on all tribes In the territor"
ial Jurisdiction and otherwise report- half dozen developing shops which
are alwavs behind with their orders,
ing direct to the great council.
It
a
will
and
of
take contest
this kind
The effort to likewise Increase the
per capita tax oh all tribes reporting to brlnir out the exact number of people
up
who
using
are
Some of
films.
a
with
Increase
to stale councils
on the members of the female branch the prizes offered aro handsome and
of the order was finally defeated. The well worth trying for, while the exfinance committee recommended as a hibits will undoubtedly prove of Inmutter of economy that the IflllH ses- terest. Conditions and entry blanks
sion he held at Columbus, but the Co- will be made public In a few days.
:..".
lumbus detention said that the city
was not ready to entertain. Halt inline,
That vrllr mnooMi and eany and
I'l'ldgfpo-- t
and Atlantic City were
(lon'l
mir anil - your lindera,
"
then proposed.
huy u
"
3

At St.

ENAMELED WARE,

THE RACK

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,

km-i'Íh-

CONTEST

Gold

BODY BRUSSELS,

I
All
nlricll.V

Who Has Had Custody of
Dinan.

Alio Jtucf

W.

AXMINSTER,

e

E AMATEUR

204

ROYAL WILTON,

.

STOVES AND RANGES,

203

patterns in

CANCER GERMS INFECT
HOUSES, DOCTORS CLAIM

El l?aso

The Monarch Grocery Go.

We have just received the
new Fall styles in Rugs,
comprising all the latest

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

Try them,

307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80.

who

Em-

Albuquerque,

RUGS

ROBBERS SEEK SHELTER
IN POLICEMAN'S HOUSE
ShA

Governor of Minnesota
phatically Declares That

ways fresh from the
ranch and are guaranteed
They are now 2 cents per
powid, and we follow the

JO
Y--

JHE

ALBUQUERQUE

T

ilomihij ionrnal
Published by the

':

and a little Instruction will be most
thankfully received."
"'Why, my young "friend, with all
my heart. Patience la absolutely necessary. Tou probably have that. Tour
wflrk on tha bench calls for It. Be patient, then, before all thing, and think
only of pleasant subjects.
Put the
Standard Oil company entirely out of
your mind. Forget, If you can, that
John D. Rockefeller I on the. earth
and has a corner on an enormous
amount of cash. Do you swear?'
" 'I am not a heavy 'swearer, Mr.
Cleveland.'
" 'Well, don't yield to the Impulse
at all while you have line In hand. I
don't'fónij?. the origin of the belief, but
the jbeltcf is widespread that fishing
and profanity do not go together.
Fishermen often swear a they are
packing up to go home, but tnre Is
a solemn warning against the habit
while there Is still hope of a nibble.'
" 'And now about the report of the
-
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CAN SCCII THINGS UK?

Referring to the fact that
Taylor, of Kentucky, ha bech
requested by the authorities of the
law to return to that stale, under
promise of Immunity, to testify In the
Power case, a press dispatch says:
"Friends In Kentucky are sending
him letters by every mall, warning
hfm not to return ut present, but telling him there Is every probability of
the state going Republican at the coming election, when he can return In
safety, .and not only give his testi
mony, but demand a trial In hi own
cane, with a reasonable, assurance of
ialrne?s and Justice."
It I not necessary to reopen the
Taylor case at this time. The world
known that story, and know that It
one of the darkest and
constitute
bloodiest chapters in the history of the
"dark and bloody ground," but olie
may be excused for Inquiring Jn
I
It possible that In this
age of light nnd progress there is a
apot anywhere under the American
flag where the standard of civilization
is yet so low that It permita political
prejudice to bar any citizen from even
handed Justice In the courts?
TIIK OIWCK OF IM.EVfcN TION.
The season Is now at hand when we
may begin to look for a large 'influx
of vlsliots from all parts of the country strangers who come to spend the
Inter wltlt Us on account of our Incomparable climate, and us a portion
of these are always tuberculosis patient. It Is no mote than ordinary prudence' for the city authorities to give
attention to the enforcement of th
law against indiscriminate expectoration.
It Is now accepted as a setled fact
by the medical profession that tuberculosis I an Infeollou disease." and is
communicated ihl.fly through the
aputem, which, drying, liberates the
germ, snd those then Infect the air,
and thus menace the health of the entire community. A large number of
the sufferers from the disease are
aware if these facts, anil take tha
ne rssary precautions to prevent themselves from endangering th health
and lives of those around them, but
there are others who. through Ignórame nrj criminal' areleasnflss, give no
heed to any precaution, and recklessly
scatter 1he seeds of death wherever
they go. For such cases the "cup" ordinance was made, and upon such It
should be enforced.
AMI CLEVELAND.
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THE IDEA of having to wear Japanese kimonas to the. Montezuma ball
seems to have feazed some of the ladles.
BRYAN refers to Taft as the great

posjponeri Ua possibly, bolter

a postporier Shan
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v,:. 4p
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post-pone-
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EttJPAK.O lias, shuf off Sunday base
ball. If the spasm of virtue continues
i El
Paso may eventually thut oft the
h.( Paso correspondent.

knocking of the Ancient Almanac in
THE CZAR'S yacht went ashore off Santa Fe and the Roswell Register-Tribun- e,
is the following paragraph
the coast of. Finland the other evenup ing. The czar betrayed no anxiety. from the Silver City Independent:
Every patriotic citizen of the terriHe's been stranded before.
tory is bound to take a deep interest
"'Well,' said Mr. Cleveland with a
IF THE fire department Just keeps in. Governor' Curry's campaign to
smile, 'that Is to be considered. Don't on working around his place, Colonel awaken Interest In the history of New
Mexico, and of the men who explored
Imperil, your reputation.
Don't tax Watterson will discover that there's a and
colonized It. This movement has
stuff.
to
hot
limit
editorial
the, credulity
your
and
friends
of
taken form In the Coronado Commemorative convention to be held in
neighbors. And you need not. Leave
Ask IX
the
BY THE way. haa thu coal trust Albuquerque, October 9, during
the story of your catch to your comfair. The governor's offipanions. They'll take care of your In- prepared Its monthly advance of territorial
Is
cial
call for this convention
brief
Topeka Journal.
terests. Tou are a celebrity now, and prices this fall?
nnd energetic and to the nolnt. It
governor
men
the
shows
that
and
the
In
of
string
a
a celebrity always leads
THERE'S a rare pleasure about associated with him in
r.
the movement
fish or the size of the game bag. I conducting a campaign for weed
and earnest. The
There was a are thoughtful
in Albuquerque.
know how that Is myself. If I had time when
weeds wouldn't grow here. movement Is timely anfl it deservea
and will undoubtedly receive the most
caught all the fish and killed all the
IF THE naval experts will Just con- cordial support.
ducks with which in the annals nf
to keep tha powder magazine
amateur sport I stand accredited, I tinue
under the match box, The Hague trishould have my fishing tackle and my bunal can presently retire from busi- El Paso is Ready to Help
gun mounted in gold and deposited In ness.
Make the Congress.
e
the national museum at Washington.
111
president
saw
bad
TOO
the
IT'S
It is one of the perquisites of fame to to deny the Rtory about his becoming
(El Paso Herald.)
have, a lot of romance done In your a newspaper edlton
It would have
Albuquerque has our congratulahonor; and, be it said to the credit of given the country something to look
tions upon winning of the next conforward to.
humanity if lying Is ever a credit
vention of tho National Irrigation conthat such tributes far outwelght the
A GOOD many people In this coungress.
El Pasto did nothing to help
romancing done against you. '
try seem to think we ought to begin her get It, but she will try to atone
it
but
Greeks:
of
to
of
the
the
beware
" "Wish you could be with us, Mr.
lor this year's neglect by helping next
Isn't because they are suspected of year
Cleveland.'
to make the great national conbearing gifts.
a conspicuous success. Albuvention
"'I wish so myself. Good luck!"'
IT MAY be, as El Paso dealers say, querque's success In this means a big
boost for New Mexico, and what helps
that the consumer Is responsible for New
"MTTLK MtlGHT-KYKK- .'
Mexico helps El Paso. It would
Ihe coal trust. But if the dealers will be
more ungrateful for EI Paso to fall
how wo did it, we'll try
just
us
tell
seen
you
may
have
in energetic support
The items which
it would be most
and tlx things up.
lamentably short sighted as a business
quite frequently In the papers of late,
policy.
IT IS no more than human nature,
regarding "Mrs. Vandcrbllt" and "LitThe convention at Sacramento ap- In New Mexico, to get from untle Hrlghl-Ey.es,- "
have reference to an evenwhen
load gets too heavy. Let pears to have resulted In a rout for
the
der
Interesting case which Is being heard the chips fall where they may. If no, the enemies of the national redama-tlo- n
service. One of them has been
in the New York courts and has to do why not? Particulars later.
I). H. Anderson, editor of the Irrigawith the sanity of Edward Ward
tion Age, at Boise, In the stronghold
"THE TOURISTS are - comin'.
who married not long ago Mrs.
softly pipes the- Los Angeles of an element that has always opposed
enforcement
May Pepper, a spiritualistic medium. Times, and somehow It brings to one the strict and equitable
thn national land ' laws, forestry
The case recalls that of Diss Debar, a memory of that familiar old strain: of
measures
laws,
designed
for
and
other
"Sixteen men on the dead man's
who obtained large sums of money and
the common good. Anderson was
chest,
elected secretary of thrt congress. This
Yo-hvaluable property through her lnf'u-enc- e
and a bottle nf rum."
yenr he was replaced by B. A. Fowler
over those who believed In her
of Phoenix, who has been a leader in
IT IS REALLY not surprising that the Salt river project and has been
as a medium. Mrs. Pepper sent letfor the distinguished gentle- an efficient aid to th.e reclamation
ters to Vanderbllt purporting to have counsel
man with the $50.000 reputation service in this tremendous undertak
been written by "Little nrlght-Eyes,- "
should want ten days time to reply lo ing.
.
her control In the spirit world, and an argument of half an hour, tondin.r
The big talk of the Y umn imperial
acground
a
he
of
to
show
hasn't
that
through the:e letters Impressed him
crowd, who were going to have the
reclamation service abolished and all
with the belief that his dead wife de- tion.
the work undone, having called a sepsired him to transfer certain property
IF IT'S true, as the Almanac In- arate convention for the purpose,
to Mrs. Pepper and later to marry her. sists, that there's a grapevine tele- seems to have dwindled down to thn
The suit to determine his sanity is graph line running out of the federal Ineffective protest of i small number
building in Santa Fe, it might be a of dlsanpolnted men 4ho failed In
brought by his daughters. Mrs. Pep- good
business move for the Almanac their effort to use the reclamation serper is the Brooklyn medium whose to tap it. Wire tapping Is child's play vice
to recoup losses on an unfortuholding nate venture.
to successfully
invescompared
demonstrations in public were
printer.
deputy
public
of
la going to
The reclamation
tigated and defended by certain scie- down the Job
on trial before the
continually
be
same
denounced
the
time
at
ntist and
country and before congress. It will
FRYING I1ACON IS THE
as n fraud by others who attended her
EATTKI) SOIL OF THINGS have lt enemies nil the time, personal
The following little paraVraph from nnd political. It is spending large
seances. The testimony at the hearto fulfill sums of money, and a parcel of men
ings certainly proves that she Is an Ihe Holbrook Argus aceniR an
unre- who would like to have a finger In Its
all the requirements of
artist in separating her dupes from strained poetic license:
distribution for political or personal
following
yet.
to
coin.
the late gain are denied the privilege. It is
according
And
The. sunshine
the
their
surroundsoaking
made
tho
has
ruins
being run honestlv and efficiently, nnd
pictures of her that are printed in
ing mesa put on a lovely shade of
the last thlnir some
the New York papers, sho Is a gross, green where formerly all was brown that is Individuals
venand
g
coyote dors In public office are after.
coarse,
thing, so general- and bare. The
Pep lings of the people of Arizona
ly repellant In apeparance
that the no longer howls, for he has nothing
- reclato howl about. The rabbits are fat New Mexico and Tcy
fact of a man being attracted to her anil
keep
no
longer
aluggiHh and can
been highly satishave
service
mation
or by her ought to go a good way to from furnishing tho dinner that In factory. We have found the officers
ward convincing the court of his in- former years was long delayed and fair and efficient, rcni'- - to help bT
far between. Mutton lambs are so legitimate movements and impervlom
sanity.
fat that the ranchers use their flesh !o Iniproner suggestions from any
to fry bacon with. The rattlesnak
The ndUistments reached and
The Atlantic liners are warming up and horned toad have disappeared, for plans adopted
have had the enthui-astic- e
may
we
to their work and presently
they know the place no more. The
and unreserved snproval of th"
slngeth
off.
mocking
bird
from afar
great nvijorltv of the Interested nelwitness such lively cutting of rates
and all nature rejolceth In the fated sons. It Is not Rtrange that there
that everybody will bo templed to take soul
of things.
should he some dissatisfied ones, for
a European trip because of the Inthat Is nn Incident to everv comproducements held eut. ' The rate war Is BEAT TO TUT; NEWS
mise, however Just end equitable, and
JCST ONE MORE TIME the successful carrying out of one of
dut to the British determination to
It seems the grapevine telegraph be- these grent reclamation projects Ineven up matters with the (Jorman tween
officers In the federal building volve a. long series of compromises.'
lines, which have hitherto monopolized and the Ananias who represents the But It behooves u In Texas nnd the
their own direct trade between Ger- Albuquerque Morning Journal In this territories to stand by our friends,
been Istrumentsl In carrymany and this country and have taken city la again at work, this to the detri- who have Inane-nraMIrrigation proment of the public service and tho ing out or
a big slice of that of the British.
As ends of Justice. The Almunac,
tects in this reion that will cost some
we own very few ships In the Atlantic
I 2.000.000
ind that nfver could have
been carried out by private enterprise.
trade, we can watch the progress of NOW COMES A GENTLE TAPPING
FROM THE ANCIENT ALMANAC
Let us take care that no obstacle
the war with equanimity and even
The Santa Fe New Mexican can hp thrown In the wev of th
felli'ltirta ourselves upon getting cheap never quite refrain from taking a
prosecution of. Ill" work of tMs
nlannlng nlong the
It
i i ommoiftitlons aa the result of the gentle tap at the territorial
fair, and ilonsr'tncnt.
now and then at Albuquerque.
It ieht lines, Its work w'M endure, snd
contest 'or trade.
holds off Just as long as the system those who einhnirnss Its constructive
will stand the strain,
It Just can- efforts nre hui'tlng their own interests
Arizona bears no "Hjmoslty toward not keep it back. The but
Almanac's fer- even when they ImnTllie thev n'e actNew Mexico, and so long as she does vid patriotism,
Its deep admiration ing In Velialf of those not directly
not try to grata Arizona, "body, sou.1 and respect for the native peoplo of benefitted hv approved projects nnd
,ew Mexico and their brave ancestor" 'esrful of future deprivation and
and breeches," the people of this, ter- and
Its general disposition to stick a
ritory will glory In all her triumphs knife In the ribs of any Albuquerque
snd help her to win greater ones. It enterprise, when It can do It under
cover. Is seen In a little gem from
OCR NATIONAL DANGER .
Is therefore at and proper that
Wednesday s Issue. It doesn't ilu in
should be congratulated on damage particularly,
but It Is pretty Time to Cry a Halt Before a Panic
securing the next session of the Na- lair evidence or tlio tendency. The
Comes.
i
Phoenix little gem follows:
tional Irrigation congress.
The business spirit Is crushing out
The esteemed Albuquerque Citizen
Republican.
Register-Tribun- e
Ihe sweeter element of home life. We
and the Roswell
hold dirrerent opinions as to the hold- are In danger of a great commercial
The Finnish parliament to which ing of the Coronado commemorative. decline, because men, as a whole,
nineteen women were elected, had a convention In Albuquerque during the think only of getting wealth.
There are thousands, both men and
session of four weeks. According to coming days o the Albuquerque fair. women,
The New Mexican does not care to enwho do not tHke time to eat
a writer In The Outlook, It was not ter Into any
life,
controversy In the mat- properly. They rush through
very deeply affected by the presence ter. The Register-Tribun- e
takes nol snd as a result we have an age of Indigestion,
nervousness,
In
Irritability,
the affair and tho New
of the, women, though he discusses much stock
Mexican cannot blame that paper for sleepless nights, and morose dispositheir participation Jn politics In a Its
On the other hand the A- tion, There Is not much difference
stand.
friendly spirit.
lbuquerque Citizen believes that an en between downright suicide and the
thusiastic and largely attended con- way some people disregard unmistakThe Italian poet wno won ten thou- vention should be held to celebrate In able signs of stomach trouble.
With the 'great advance In, the
sand dollars In a lottery, sas he will momoriam of Don Francisco Vasquex
stop Writing poetry.
And now the de Coronado, ,thq Intrepid Fpantsh ex- knowledge of digestion and nutrition,
Is
plorer
supposed to have come resulting In tho discovery nf
New York Herald wants somebody to to Newwho
Mexico In the days of the tablets, there la no longer any excuse
buy
lottery ticket for Alfred Aus-ti- vague past and to have discovered the for one to have 111 health from stomvery spot where now stands the Cas- ach weakness.
tañeda hotel In Las Vegas. The Clll-se- n
strengthens the walls of
very well thai this conven- the stomach, stimulate secretion of
.
Pennsylvania's state capítol Is re- tion knows
will help the success
terri- the digestive Juices, regulates the livgarded as a Joke by some of that torial fair and thereforeof the
boosts It er anil restore muscular contraction
state's taxpayers.
Real humor Is long In good shape The New Mexi- to the Intestines and bowels, so no
can has no fault to find with that laxstlve Is needed.
scarce and sometimes oomes high.
proposition. U Is good for the town
Hick
palpitation, bad
headache.
and good
the Cltlsen. It must be Uste In the mouth, yellow skin. Irri"Mushroom hats" are to be the admitted, for
however, that the entire tability, roaleTl tongue and melanfashion again this fall, but they are project Is rather flashy and not built choly are a few of the many distressof Indigestion.
higher priced Than the delicacy after rpon as solid a foundation as this ing result
paper would like to see. This, how- never falls to dispel all these trouwhich they are named.
ever, cannot be helped, as the Illus- bles. U Is a scientific preparation
trious Don Francisco Vasque de Cor- guaranteed under the Pure Fond Iiw
Ay acorfllY ol oysurs If predicted.
onado has been dend these mnny by No. Mil.
Tireré'is'fio I'Xcf phon' to tiie rule that venrs nnd Ihere Is no way to eslnb-lls- h
The J. II. O'RIelly Co. sells
boxes,
the fact Hint be was the Conquls-Irtdn- In
snd guarantees lo
find tin excuse fur Incrcaslnu tlio ex- who fitnced himself on the spot refund Ihe money If the remedy does
everything edlhl,
tlrrudt(ennirlea ago wHrvaivprd ntt glvf . complete aaHafautlon, -
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Tomatoes
Tomatoes for making catsup, 25 pound box for
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o.l Spring

9 Vt

CO., West End of the Viaduct.

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

25 pound

,

)rv.

all-ste- el

tonlatoes for preserving,;
extra-selected-

-

spring Is made from
The No. 1 single cone, patented
steel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It is uiso
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between, fin-as!
well as on the slat, and maklnr it perfectly noiseless. It is also
t
ished and enamel baked in ovans which are excelled by none. While-iis specially Intended for heay weights it is equally good for meten
about
selling
these springs for
dium weights. We have been
years and have never seen or heard of one saggintr. We and the
"makers themselves guarantee th's spring for ten years and the price is
'
only 1 5.00. For sale only by tha
No.

60c
J
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85c
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ORDER IN ADVANCE.

"A SURE THING"

laSoy

That Loose Leaf Devices, special made

hot-stu-

ff

nlght-blonmln-

y.

Albu-quersj-

Ml-n--

'

Ml-o--

n

r

en-re- nt

books,

blank

rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.
make them any style or shape to suit your needs

We can

B.H.Briggs&Co

II. S. LITHGOW,

DRUGGISTS.
Proprletora of Alvarndo Pharmacy, Gold
Avenue and first Mtreet.
Hlghlitntt rhnrmncy, Corner of Euat Cen-

ItookMndcr nnd Ilulibcr stamp maker. Phono 82 1. Journal Building.

tral and Broadway.

See E.

' OI'll
MOW TKI.KI'HONK
NtMBKB 18
KORTV-H1(1(1). It KM K MB ICR THKRK IS
ALWAYS A I'Ol RTKOIS tl.KKK RKAI1V
NO MATTER
TO TAKE VOl II OROKIt,
HOW SMALL. I U. I'RATT ft CO.

O. Price

Wbnt fur? Why, to get you a home cheap and stop pitying rent.
limine for

JOURNAL WANT AOS
BRING RESULT!)

modern,

2,000

each, 0 rooms and bath.

one $3,130, one $3,000, all well located and properly

Two

that

wilt

Don't lie afraid to Invest, this limn is here to atiiy nnd property will
on
lie
cheaper,
never
the contrary, will stake my reputation us a real estate man that
It will go higher,
increase In yalne.

212 S. Second St.
SEE E. O. PRICE,
TELEPHONE

flie-yeu-

8:18.

McPartlaiiil's

in

October 6, 1907.
He names the following; witnesses to prove
hla continuous
residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, vir.: Feliciano Chavez.
Preablto Chavez, Salvador Baca, Magdalene-Baca- ,
all of Old Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Regiater.

Hats

NOTIOK FOR PIBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office" at
Rnnta Fe, New Mexico, August 1, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Eplfanlo Gu-rul- e,
of Albuiyicrque, N. M., has tiled notice
proof
of hla Intention to mnhe final Pve-yeIn support of his claim, viz: Homestead entry No. 11.4U0, made May 15. 1907, for the
SWVt Section 12, Township 10 N Range 2
W and that said proof will bo made before
H. W. 8. Otoro. United States Court
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October
r, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. tho land, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
Pajarito. N. M.; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlseo,
N. M ; Ellaa Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M. ;
Gabriel Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
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Our styles are distinctive from
all

AtTOMOBII.E CO.
Mall and passenger line between Roswell
N. M.. and Torrance, N. M., dally, Sunday
included, collecting with all trains on the
flock Inland and Santa Fe Central Railroads.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m. Leave Torrance
on arrival of Rock Island train due at 2 a.
m. Running timo between the two points 6
hours. 'Meals furnished at Camp Needmore
free of charge. Kxcurslon parties accommodated by notifying tho company two days In
advance.
ROSWELL

r

3 to 3

Register.

western styles as we

chase exclusively

A

in

ern market.

pur-

the east

:&zik:

THE RUSSIAN DOUMA

BEST CALIFORNIA
ROLLED
WHITE
RAKI.EV.
NEW CROP.
K. W. FEE, 60i,
01 H. FIRST, PHONE 16.
NOTICE FOR ri'BLICATION.
Department of the Interior. Land Office at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Virgil Sparks,
N. M. las filed notice if
nf Albuquerque,
his Intention to make final commutation
proof In support nf his claim, vis: Homestead Kntry No. 8,700, made DecerraV-- 11,
1905. for the SEV4 Section 2, Township 10
N. Range 3 E. and that said proof will be
made before H. W. 8. Otero, United States
Court Commlsaloner at Albuquerque, N, M.,

XXjñ ntnnflíiT

J

r

on October 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses to prove
hi continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz.: Allan H. Done, Mar-garit- o
Alderete. Edward F. Otoro, Manuel-It- a
Swipe, all of Albuquerque.
MANUEL, R. OTERO.

We have n nice

per month, with privilege of paying balance

$15

We have two frame collagen for

5 rvom brlcka,

(Not Coal I.and.l
NOTICE FOR PI'HLICATION.
Department of tha Interior, Land Oltlce at
Santa Fo, N. M, August 19, 1907.
Notice la hereby givon that Ambroclo
N. M.. has
Snnchcz, of Old Albuquerque,
fllcii notice of his Intention to make final
r
proof in support of hla claim, vis:
Homestead Kntry No. 7,100, made July 2,
1903, for the BKH Section 34, Township 3N,
proof will be
Range 12W, and that aald
made before H. W. 8. Otero, United State.
Court Commlsaloner at Albuquerque, N, M.,

fliiu rash, balance

t,l(IO,

ut any time.

MORNING

e

Ml-o--

Here, I the Washington Mar's report of the Interview between Judge
Cleveland, and
Landlssnd
U Is probably a good deal nearer cpr-rethan some of the other reports:
"Judge Landis, sinking gracefully
f n to the arms of a cushioned chair at
I'rlnceton. said frsnkly lo his host:
"'.Mr. Cleveland. 1 am on my way
to n hit it jwfltet. and have run
N

WITH THREE theaters and a tent
show running, Albuquerque Is having
trouble staying at home nights.

.in one hand and the cross in the other
and declared that there and in no
other place should be placed for him
a, memorial
consisting of a rock of
huge dimensions hewn out of Rocky
mountain JImestone with suitable inscriptions which should b read by
all men who should pass even after on
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
railway system through the pretty
city of the meadows called Las Vegas.
The New Mexican wishes the convention great success and hopes that the
necessary funds will bp contributed
by private parties for this memorial,
but it cannot condemn the stand of
the ' Register-Tribun- e
which is very
much Interested in irrigation affairs
at this time and would like to see the
appropriation of $5.000 which the territory of New Mexico, might extend
for the placing of this memorial rock,
to some other use. The New Mexican
violates no confidence In saying that,
in Rs opinion the $5,000 could be
better expended for the construction
of the scenic highway between this
city? and Las Vegas. However, thfe
paper will have no fight over this matter with either of its contemporaries.

cut-tlni-

The legislature of 1905 appropriated
fifteen
thousanddollar
evenly
lo he divided
between
Vegas
La
and Albuquerque, for
purpose
an
of
erecting
the
armory building in each town,
for the accommodation of the National
Guard, the only condition being that
the people of tile respective towns
fihould furnlfh the Rites rnr the buildings without eoHt to the territory.
We understand that the people of
I.as Vegas sometime ago ra lord the
money nececnary to secure the site for
their building, and It is now up to
the people of Albuouerque to show an
equal degree of public spirit.
The lots for the Albuquerque building were elected long ago, and everybody has been under the impression
that they were bought, but It seems
lhat there has been nothing done beyond the selecting. The Commercial
rlub should take hold of this thing,
and attend to It at nnce. It was organized for Just such work, and it
should not permit itself to outgrow Us
usefulness. It 1n an Institution that
the town has been Justly proud of, and
In lis early days it did the work which
made Albuquerque the city of New
Mexico. There is Ji st ns much vitality
In the CommcrcUl club now as
there ever was. If it can only he prod-fle- d
up to getting u move on Itself,
and the armory matter ofTers a good
chance for a little moth.n.

IAMI

to
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IF THEY would Just stop springing
PATRIOTISM MEANS AN
that old one about "binding a treaty TRIE INTEREST
IN OCR HISTORY
with Morocco," we might )be able to
pleasing
In
contrast to the quiet
(';
your stand the raise in
'

reputation for truth and veracity
Moraine Journal haa a higher tiren
lullua rating thaa la accorded la aar other the community where you live?'
pa per la Allmqnerqar r aar ather aally la
'Considering that I was- - brought
New Meilco." Tha Americas Neirr paper W- rartory.
. ,
a lawyer. It Is fair.'

The

FROM all reports there seems
have been a flock of meteors.

MORNING JOURNAL,

!Sflr,Xl005

liy

lias not been much of a success, and haa
been cloned by order of the czar. He evidently la somewhat fearful that It will
uroiiaa In the people a desire for a mora liberal form of government. Once you become
acquainted with the cIum of plumbing work
st
we do It will urouse In you a dealra lo
us with your plumbing work. II yoa
want lo be free from future annoyances entrust your plumbing contraria with reliable
ii ud renpoimlble parties.
Let us furnish yoa
with tin entlmute,
,
, .
i --

...,.,..

SEAT

Co.
BellVtumhir
J.ThtL.Pramot

w. StlOtr AO.

Register.

CHILDREN'S SHOES

I

LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE S. 1. Korber

Tho boys and girls of today

arc the men and women of
tomorrow,

This is the rea-

son we try so hard to please
them with stylish, well

fit-

ting and long wearing shoes,
We want to get their trade

and we want to keep t.. We
have' an extra fine assortment this fall to select from,
Give us

a trial,
FOR GIRLS.

Vlcl Kid Shoes
Hox Calf .Shoes
Patent Kid Shoe.

. .

11.00 to f IAS
11.2.110 12,00
.fl.SU to $2.50

FOR BOYS.
8a tin Calf Shoe
Vlcl Kid Klioc
Patent Colt Hhoe

.

1.25 to $2.2.
$..VI lo$2.r,0
$1.05 lo $2.25

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

.

m to where to

go (or your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want ft
broken water or team pipe fixed, new
gas fixtures, a bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work omjlou or
kind I
repairs. Our work la riffkt and so ara
tf prlcaa,

af

4 Co.,

M.

Second e

P... If

r-

y apt

n

(z.

STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
THE SQUARE END OF IT
la your end of It when you deal with us in
lumber, whether you want beams surfaced
one side or four; boards plain or boards
planed, tongued and grooved; lath, shinties',
or what not without knots or other defeats.
If a stick of wood In this yard Isn't first
class we toil you to, and charge yo only
"seconds" price If you want It at all.
Tour for k square deal.,

&s IUO GRANDE
LVMBEH COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phone 8
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Been Taken By

I

REV. THOS. HARWOOD ASKS
SOME' STINGING QUESTIONS

-

'

!
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Takes Governorof Colorado to
Task for' .Unwarranted Assault on Honor and Integrity

Dr. Liebig,'the famous German Chemist says that'
beer is "liquid bread." By this he meaná; that beer.
health-sustainig,
is a food full o'f
qualities.value of beer as a food is becoming well
known, and it is now used by many who have
hitherto looked upon it as a beverage only.
life-givin-

of Men Who Saved Nation,
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The Morning Journal yesterday received the following open letter from
Kev. J)r. Thomas Harwood, of this
city, with the request that it be published:
Ail Ojun letter to Governor liuclitcl
of Ciilorado.
Albuquerque, X. M.,
September 9; l!)l7.
Governor Henry A. Buehtel, Denver,
Colorado:
My Dear Sir, Governor and Brother
If the papers here reported you correctly, rwhere they quote you as saying In a meeting- at the Soldiers' home
at Montevlsta, on the night of the 3rd
Instant: "The complaining veterans of
the civil war are nothlnir hut a hit rf
drunkards and bums," then you are
up against a. host of the old veterans
of the civil war, and I am asked, as
chaplain of the Department of New
Mexico and also of O. K. Warren post
No. 5. of Albuquerque, to reply to said
statement. I hesitate somewhat to do
so, for: I could not think it possible
for such a statement to escape your
lips were it not for the fact that Department Commander Mlllette, trembling with anger, shook his fist In your
face and made you retract at once."
Several days have passed since the
above named occurrence took place
and the above language was said
10 have been spoken, and as yet we
have seen no correction or explanation of the same, notwithstanding
Denver ' papers have reached us, and
proceeding on the eround that the remark was realy made, we have the
following to say:
First It makes a great difference
who says a thing. If some irresponsible person had said what is acceded to you as having said, as it was
often said in an early day down here
In N'ew Mexico,
it might be much
easier overlooked, but coming from
one in your position, and one in your
ecclesiastical rai.k, and inaugurated in
a church,' as some of our (J. A. H.
men havenald, we were not prepared
for such an insult.
Second We are not a lot of
"drunkards and bums." We are not
now, nor never were, and in my own
behalf I resent the statement. In the
company and regiment i:i which I was
in during the civil war, the whole
Twenty-fift- h
Wisconsin Infantry, there
was hardly a drinking man, much less
n drunkard or a bum, in the entire
regiment of 1,444 soldiers, including
recruits. In behalf of those noble
fellows, with the most of whom I was
well acquainted and in whose ranks I
inarched and soldiered for eighteen
months and wa then their chaplain
for eighteen months, and In behalf of
the 4 42 of said number who were
killed In battle or died of sickness In
camp and on the march, I resent your
statement.
In behalf of C. K. Warren post and the Department of New
Mexico, t resent it. Again In behalf
of G. fi. Warren post and the department of New Mexico, in which there
are ministers of the gospel, six preachers of the governor's own denomination, Including three who have recently died, and In which there are
two United States judges, lawyers,
doctors, teachers, merchants, farmers,
etc., and in the department I have had
the honor of serving for twenty-thre- e
years, and among all these there lx
not u "drunkard or a bum," of which
I am proud, and In behalf of the same,
we resent thevafore named statement.
It has been my privilege to altend
several national encampments, Boston,
St. Louis, Denver and Minneapolis last
year and In all these I do not rememman.
ber seeing a single drunken
There might have been many. It
would be strange If there should not
be many, for these national encampments aro time of great rejoicing, hall
'fellows .well met, but if there were
drunken men I failed lo see them. It
is true, I never light a candle to go
uround to see what the boys are doing,
Ijut remembering that a few drunken
citizens will paint a whole town red,
I take It for granted that when you
fall to see 'finy one Intoxicated there

can't

he

nith.

of. It.

At Boston the jiapers stated that the
saloons! laid, In a large supply of the
strong idrink and were disappointed
that tlte sales amounted to so little.
I don't mtun to say that there Is no
drunkenness among the old soldiers,
for I know there is, but after all I
believe there Is no other civic organl-xatlo- n
of the'same sine as that of the
Grand Army of the Hepubllc In which
there I so little drunkenness.
The year before the war closed. I
wn at home in Wisconsin for a few
camweeks- - during the presidential
paign. I heard a speaker against Mr.
say In substance,
Lincoln's
"Hut the worst Is yet to come. If the
rebellion can be put down, which It
cannot be, and those soldiers all return and are turned loose In the country. It will require starting armies to
keep them In subjection." Hut what
was lhi result? The rcbllllon was put
down. They returned and settled down
In their respective places, as quiet as
If they had just returned from a camp
meeting or trom a Sunday school picthat It
nic. So quiet and
was the Admiration of the world. I
ppent three and a half years In
afler the war before I came to
New Mexico. I had returned soldiers
I don'l
In almost every congregation.
remember n plngle misdemeanor upon
the part of a soldier or an arrest of
n soldier In all that time.
I'Mt I note, governor, that you sny;
"Complaining veterans of the civil
wr." It mat' be your explanation
will turnjlargrly oa'lh words "eotn- ' Of course, wi
tilalnlng veleraiii."
Is too much complaint and
complaint In almost
unreasonable
every department of life, and probably much more than there ought to
be nt Montevlsta and homes for soldiers, but let us learn to be charitable
rven In such complaints. Complaint Is
Ibe poor man's method of appeal.
Honest complaint has often brought
There was
more honest treatment.
a time when we all complained. We
complnlned bitterly when Sumpter
was llred upon, and our complaints
Old Glory from
mid work saved
shame. Home of us complained about
many things during our civil war, and
a reafter our complaints brought
formation, kinder treatment nnyt a belter ileal; and, dear governor, were It
Hot the liftiipiL long njiri bitter coia-.
mints atamui un mcr uiininiiraunaK,
n ("hundo and the hopo of a better
adiiiliiltr;.tlon lhat made- ytf. (governor of I tin t slate? But why need I

'

The Square Music Dealers

Pabst

Blue

bring the next congress t.i

El

IKE

ilblboix

que.

PASO LID IS

Marshal Mock, traveling auditor of
the coast lines, spent yesterday In the

TIGHT AS

is the most nourishing of all beers because it contains every
particle of the healthful, wholesome nutriment of the malt and '
all the tonic properties of the hops from which it is made.
Malting Process follows nature by
The Pabst Eight-Da- y
slowly transforming the substance of the barley into pure,
nutritious food. The quality of the materials used and the Pabst ,
method of breving make Pabst Blue Ribbon not only a puré
muscle-buildinbeer, but a healthful, tissue-buildin"liquid bread." Drink Pabst Blue Ribbon, and you put
health and strength into your system.

8. L. Bean, mechanical superintendent of the Santa f e coast llns, was in
the city eysterday on business.
Mrs. Harry Aspinwall, wife of Chief
Ponus Clerk Aspinwall, returned home
last nlsht from .a trip In the east.
Division
Passenger and Freight
Aeent W. II. Brown, of the Santa Fe,
at El Paso, was, In the city yesterday.

A

,

life-givin-

g,

.

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
And bottled only at the Brewery.
8

'

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque
Phone 125.

THOS. HARWOOD,
In Behalf of G. K. Warren Post No.

B,

Xye's tent show tonight.

,

Ladles

free.

AUTISTIC IMCrnSR FISAMIXG.
ItKAKOX.YIH.I.; li:i('F.S.'
Ü KK.MMF.ll STUDIO, 313SHOWII.I.
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Pacific Const Trolley Magnate Doesn't
Cure to Talk of Announced Division
lo Mint Off Improvements.

and

H. E. Huntington, owner of the
Electric railway system of south-

Pa-cil- ic

ern California and the dominant figure In the traction situation in Ijos
Angeles, was in Albuquerque yesterday for an hour on his way to the
coast from New York. Mr. Huntington was aske.d for an expression In
connection with the recent announcement by Epcs Randolph that all Improvement and extension of the Huntington lines would he suspended because of hostile legislation In Los Angeles and the state and because of
the general Insecurity In the railroad
Mr. Huntington
financial situation.
declined to talk. He was much more
interested In curios as exhibited by
Fred Harvey, and said so.
"I'm Just looking around," said Mr.
Hutington, he might have been talking of the Harvey curio store, or the
electric railroad situation.

nux ox

Consolidated Liquor

Co.

Successors to Mellnl A Kakln
and riachechl A Gtnml
WllOIEHALK DEALERS IN

hkt of

t Gold Crowns
Uuld l inings, upwnrda

tonight
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Sold In Albuquerque
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handle everything In our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue) and
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
Telephone nil
fORNUR FITfHT ST.
'l 'rflWfr.1l A VP
W

Armijo liullilint
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Tt. E. Wilson, trovellng agent of the
Industrial department of the Hant;l
Fe, was In Albuquerque last nlghti returning to Chicago from Sacramento,
where he was one of the Santa Fe's
representatives at the Irrigation congress. Mr. Wilson did effective work
with the New Mexico Delegation to

It. P. Hall, proprietor.

Iron and Brau Oitlniri. Or, Coal, and
Cara, Pulleys. (Irate Bars, Dnbhltt
;it
hay Lumher
Metal, Columna and Iron Fronts for Buildand Fuel. Flue line of Imported Wines. Liquors and cigars.
I'luce your order for ings, Repairs on Mining and Mllllnr Machinery our specialty. KOÜNDH?. East Bids
Mils line with us.
of Railroad Track. AUiuquequa. New Maxlco

Ss

LANDS

',

RAILROAD NOTES.

Q O E

Foundry and Machine Works.

North Third Mrert
Dentera In

;ko( kiíiks. I'kovisions,

Ul

H. O'Reilly

AO,

Ouarnnleed.

Toti & Gradi

H.U.s,d,l
Hvul preptld

U.tHTn.

13, N. T.

It.M.m

11.00 ner bus. Will .end Utero oa trl.1. iu b. imld fvr
I'vuursruigtetaveJMl
relieved. Htmplra

fear. Umdi hm yeur enura
UNITED MEOICAi CO.,

11. M

DRS. COPP & PETTIT.

HtftrasMsa MnmumM.

fill. sf.l s,.f
or Hututy Utfumted.
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from

rainless Kvtniction
All Work Absolutely

TIP i tt'P FRENCH FtlBftLE

S.ra, CuTnn RiLii.

NEVER IROWR

HUNTINGTON DECLINES
'
TO TALK RAILROADS

JÍOTM-IOK M'HI.IOATION.
Depnrtmunt uf" the InteHnr, Land Office at
Sania Fe. New Mexico, AURiist 13, 1307.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan Antonio ilurulH. of Old Alluciiercue. N. i'., has
IHed notice of his Intention In make final
flve-yeproof In support of hi clulm, vln.:
Ilonieetead Kntry No. 11.4C1. mnde Man IS.
MiC, for the NVi SW4, HK'i HW
8WU,
SH'.4Si'C. 13, Township 10 N, Hange 2 V. and
Central Ave.,
Second St,
that (aid proof will lie mnde before it. W. R
Otero, United States Court Commissioner at
Alliuiiupiquc, N. M., on October S, 1907.
TIIR MOST
HOT FX
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultivaIN Till'. CITY.,
i:i X
tion of. the land, vis? Cipriano Funche, of
I'liAX.
;
M
Pajarito. N,
Felipe Herrera, of Atrisro.
M.: Hilas Chaves, of Alhuuucrqtie, N. M.;
Lililí i: I Chaves, of Albuquerque,
N. M.
A. S. BARRETT, Prop.
MANUEL K. OTKIIO,
Register.
o
Mineral Water cures unit preAfck ymir grocer for H.
vents IliHimiNneNN.

WIXES, LIQUORS & CIGARS

Ladles absolutely
Xyt's tent show.

A

HOTEL,

Nye's ten ahow tonight.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
a ñu. i.
tííctíí- -: roí

:
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"Grocery stores, butcher shops, offices, news stands, drug stores, cigar
stores, livery stables and a host of
other places are all closed. Milk can
be purchased In a drug store on Sunday, but no soda water can be had."
"Baseball has even been stopped by
crusade, and having been
the close-u- p
forbidden the use of the diamond on
Sunday, the Pass i'ltv ball team will
play next Sunday in Juarez, which Is
running wide open. Juarez Is very
much alive, as every person In El
Paso who can get away spends the
clay across the Rio Grande In Mexico.

U

G. A. I- t-

II ATI 419

CENTRAL

GRAND

FKIGII

,

said Mr. Sehwelzer.

write In defense of the veteran." of
our civil war? A keener pen and
clearer voice than mine are constantly speaking the praises of the old veteran, and that Is public sentiment. No
army has ever stood as high in the
estimation of its own people or the nations abroad as does the army of our
late civil war. And never has a Hag,
the emblem of the greatness of its
people, been enshrined In the hearts
of it people as Is old Glory in the
hearts of the American people, and
Governor Buehtel loves that Mag as
dearly as he loves himself or he never
could have been elected governor of
the great state of Colorado; and If he
said what the papers say he said,
we could not pardeo or excuse him,
still we must believe, like poor old
Kln;t David when he said, "All men
are liars," but afterward repented si ml
said. "I said It in my haste." The pool
old king probably did not see the force
of lils argument, for if "all men are
liars," he being a man, was thereupon one also, and so it may be with
the governor. If he said, "The complaining veterans of the civil war were
nothing but drunkards and bums," he
must hdve said it in his haste, and he,
being one of us (I think), It Is hard
m himself as well as us. Kespectf ully,

OF

rate of one fare for the round trip to
Santa Fe from all points on Its line, on
was compelled to visit England
account of the ball game between to "I
the world's tennis chamSanta Fe and the Browns, Sunday.
pionship, but now that I've got It, any
foreigner desiring to take It from me
Snnln Fe Trulns All I.r.te.
will have to come to the
The Santa Fe passenger trains still seen enough of Europe,". slates. I've
continue to be delayed by difficulties
The sneaker was Miss May Sutton,
east, west and south. Of yesterday's of Pasadena. Cal., the
International
two
on
time,
trains onlv
arrived here
tennis champion, who spent forty minNos. 3 and 7.
utes In Albuquerque yesterday as a
No. 2 arrived here at 1 o'clock, just passenger on the
limited en
as the California limited pulled out. route limine from California
London, where she
According to passengers on the train, successfully recaptured
the championengine failures from San Bernardino, ship which she lost In 190G.
Cal. east to Wlnslow, caused the train
"England Is a pretty nice country,"
to lose Mine,
said Miss Sutton, "In fact, they all are
No. 4. the Chicago limited,' pulled In nice over there,
the L'nited States
last night at 7 o'clock, and No. 8 at Is good enough but
for me. 1 went to
i :4!i o'clock.
London In Aurjl and stayed in EngXo. 1. from the eaít, arrived in two land for several months before return:3.ri
sections, at
o'clock and 10:10 ing to New York. The attraction wore
o'clock respectively, leaving for the off. California is more attractive to
west at 10:10 o'clock. N. 9 will ar- me than It has ever been. I mean to
rive here about 3 o'clock, being
stav at home now. During her slay
east of Las Vegas.
here Miss Sutton was very busy. Klu
visited the Harvey cuWo store and
took a walk over on Central avenue,
FINED SIXTY FOR
expressing a wish that the train
FLOURISHING A GUN would stav a little while longer so that
she might see more of the town. Mix
Sutton, after her return from England
Edward Keelcr Pays High Price for plaved successfully in half a dozen
Miss Sutton Is small
Threatening lo Kill M. H. Williams. eastern cities.
and round and smiling. She has lots
of flu IT v auburn hair and she gives an
For carrying concealed weapons and Impression of abundant strength..
a
M.
threatening to kill
It. Williams,
"I have been called fat," said Alias
colored barber, Edward Keller, was Sutton resentfully, "hut I don't posarraigned In police court yesterday af- sess a nound of superfluous flesh. My
ternoon and fined $60, which he paid. muscles are as hard os Iron."
The trouble between Keller and
And it took but one glance at the"
Williams occurred In JTraccaroll's sa- international champion's well devel'
loon. Second and Atlantic, and while oped arms to carry absolute convicthe orlifln of the scrap is not 'known, tion.
;
It was brought out at the hearing that
and
Keller nourished a revolver
Mule Doing In Santa IV.
threatened bodily harm to anyone who
W. It. Forbes and Harry Bogh, depbothered him.
Killer was arrested yesterday after- uty l'nited States marshals', returned
noon by Chief of Police McMillln and lo Albuquerque last night from Sunta
Fe. where thev attended the session of
Ol'licer Joe Salazar.
Hie federal court there.
"Onlv one case was tried by th
OF 1STKREST TO MAXV.
any
of
rase
Foley's Kidney Cure Mill cure
court, and It was not dlsposd of,",
kidney or bladder tmutile that Is not
said Mr. Forbes, "tt was that of nnsi
No medicine
the reach uf medicine.
Lucero, charged wlih making a falsn
can da more. J. H. O'Klelly Co.
pension affidavit. The case went to
Ihe lurv Wednesday afternoon
and
LAWYERS SHOULD
this ufurnoon the Jury declared that
It had disagreed.
'
KNOW THAT
"As a rer.'lt Lucero was taken back'
The Morning Journal has the best to tail, and he will he tried at the
equipped printing office In the south- next term of the federal court.
Deputy Bogh has been away from
west.
Brief and transcript work is a
Lawyers desiring Albuquerque, for over a month, durspecialty
here.
briefs printed as they should be and ing which time he has been In Taos.
on the shortest possible) notice and at Sunta Fe. Bio Arriba and San Juan
the most reasonable figure, should call counties, serving warrsnts, subpoena
or send their manuscripts to the Morn- and summons for the fedeml court.
"'That country certainly does look
ing Journal.
beautiful." snld Mr. Bogh.
,"Th
farms avd range are In excellent
HOHMKII JOURNAL WANT AOS
shu'ie."
BRINU RI8l!I.TR

El Taso has eeased to he a Mecca
for visitors from other cities on Sunday, according to Herman Schwelzer,
manager of the Harvey curio store,
who has lust returned from a business
trio to the Pass City.
"As a result of the Sunday closing
law, which first affected the saloons,
the proprietors of the saloons have
succeeded In closing up practically
every store or business El I'uso on
Sundays, and the only articles that
can be purchased are medicines and
stuff for the maintenance of life,"

j

116-11-
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Drug Stores Can't Even Retail
California Good Enough for the
Mrs. T. Scully, wife of Storekeeper
left yesterday for an extended
international Tennis Gham- a Harmless Glass of Soda Scully,
visit with relatives In the east and
Mr.
Scully
accompanied
her as
pion Who Says She. Is Now at
Water and Juarez Gets the iou.th.
tar as Lus Vegas.
Business,
Home to Stay,
The Santa Fe Central has made aJ

g,

When ordering beer, ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

hiss s no II

citv.

Tke Beer of Quality
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la your present emnlnymenl getting la ha
Tura In the classified
Want somelliliatT
Head and answer
fan Mara-Ineiduinne of the Morning Juarsml
joa may Intolerable?
'
Journal war ads.
llnd It In two minute.
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Future Railroad Center of ffebtt Mejcico

15he

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE, N. M., IS kl
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

law-abidi-

The Helen Uobun and Improvement Company

WIs-rnrm-

'

.

j

XKC)airOATXQl

'

i

.

'

.....

Are the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
ot
streets and avenues, rini in the business
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway ,Depot Grounds. The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading ,'ts extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate Its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
'
'
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
.','1
;
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It is the
largest shipping point for floir, wool, wheat, whe, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its fuluie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen io
ricago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. Ihe water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
ciub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy. On third of purmay remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and waanty deeds given.
chase money cash;
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots. For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
.
70-fo-

u
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
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ADVANCED STYLES

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
.

in

UX)X HEHTZOG. Mgr.

ITEMS

OF INTEREST

you should not re- In the event
celve your mornlnK paper telephone
the Poetal Telegraph Company, aivln
name and address and the paper will
be delivered by a special meaeenier.
Telephone 3.

tht

KÍmVre"

on business.

vexn-nl.i-

Cornish went to Flagstaff
yesterday on the California limited,
where Is called on professional business.
I. in Ian Roaenwald, who has been
visiting In Albuuuerque for orne time,
left for his home In Kansas City yesterday.
Dr. A. M. Walsh, of Domingo, returned home yesterday after several
.lays In Albuquerque on professional
Dr. P.

.

busings.

K. Dana Johnson, of the Morning
Journal, left yesterday on the Cali
fornia limited for a visit to Pasadena
and Los Angeles.
Mrs. Charles S. Kessler, of Dallas,
Tex., who has been the guest of Mrs.
L. G. Illce for orne time, left yester-ila- v
for her home.
and John
.Mrs. Menna Scoeman
Weerta of Golden, Ills., are In Albuquerque visiting their brother, Frank
WeertH of South Walter street.
All members of the choir of Immaculate Conception church are rethis
quested to attend the rehearsal
K o'clock.
i vnlnif In St. Mary's hall at
ltalph W. Johnson, of the Santa
Parbara Tie and Pole company,
yesterday from the company's
timber lands In northern New Mex-

METEOR IS

In sleeping rooms con show no higher con-

ception of hygienic perfection than in the
elabórate and handsome brass beds that are

',!
Now on exhibition

show windows.

now being manufactured,

se-

you choose
de-

-

beds, from Our magnificent atock of bedroom

furniture.

Decorative Art
on china finds full exemplification In the
many ornate designs It's our pride to ex-

Make up your mind that you want to pay a little more for
clothes this fall; and that you must have Hart Schaff-ne- r

hibit.
Costs you nothing to see this artistic dis
play; but we say frankly that looking generally ends In buying. Real china beauties
are our dinner sets of 100 pieces. The price
will amaze you when you see a fine Austrian pattern for

1

Then come to us.

show you how the all wool quality of these garments, the fine tailoring, the fit and style, make them
We'

'f-

signs and sizes either single, double or twin

.

Marx make.

'

your brass, enameled bed from the many

have never been shown in this city and cordially invite
you to examine them whether you want to purchase or

&

:,,

at the same time when

cured

We can prove to you that better clothes

not.

v

Fresh air, comfort and cleanliness are

in our big

at our store and reflected

II

$17.50

.

the cheapest clothes for you to buy. The more you pay
for Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes the more you get.

H. STRONG

FT.

8TKON0

IlIAHK,

DRINK PILSENER

SIMON

BEER

BOTTLED

Southwestern Brewery

The Centfa.1 Avenue Clothier

and Ice

'

Co.

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

Place Its Landing Within Ten
Miles of Guadalupe Town,

Mo.
Mrs. J. A. Montoya, wife of Deputy

Modern Furnishings

Fall Suits andyTopyXonts

tJen
and
b( .the Gerónimos, and Dan Padilla,
manager of the Harelas Grays, last
night forwarded to Socorro the railBASEBALL
road fare for the Gem City baseball
team to come here on Sunday. The
AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP
Socorro team will arrive Sunday
morning on No. 10. According to the
OF NEW MEXICO.
managers, the double-headwill be
opened by the Párelas Grays and
DOUBLE HEADER
at 1:45 o'clock, and at the conclusion of the first game the Geróni
mos will play the winning team. The
lineups for 'the Gerónimos and Grays SOCORRO vs
are practicallv the same as for some
time oast.
The Gerónimos held a
TRACTION PARK
meeting last night at which arrangements, for a recexthn to the Socorro
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 15
team were made. The Gerónimos and
Harelas Gravs are arranging for their
visit to the Socorro county fair, to be First Game Called 1 :45 Sharp.
held at Socorro the 2Sth, 2Sth and
Two games for price of one.
30th of this month.
The first program of the club year
will be given at the Woman's club
house this afternoon, under the direction of the literature daptrement. The
meeting will be called to order
promptly at 3 o'clock. It Is hoped
that all members will be present. The
new members are especially urged to
attend this initial meeting. A board
of managers meeting will also be held
VERY HEAR TO
promptly at 2:30 o'clock.
Hadley Sewel, aged 34 years, died
yesterday morning In Old Town of ty
phoid fever, after a residence here of
three months, having come to AlbuSANTA ROSA
querque direct from England. He is
survived by a sister living here. The
funeral will be hed this afternoon
from the Adams chapel, the Hev.
Hugh A. Cooper officiating. Interment in Fairview cemetery.
DR, JONES SAYS CAREFUL
I.
Freudenberg
Mrs.
and Miss
Frieda Freudenberg arrived here last
SEARCH WILL LOCATE IT
nlKht from California. Mrs. Freudenberg was accompanied by her children.
Thev were met here by M. Wishbreen,
of Hernallllo. where the party went Fiery Visitor Plainly Seen From
last niirht. After visiting her parents,
and stster-in-laSan Pedro and Observations
Mrs. Freudenberg
will return to their home In St. Joseph,

Southwest

tliG

y

OF

TO OUR FIRST DISPLAY

Packages, at the

er

Maynard Ounsul wade a business
trip to tjullup yesterday.
Hon. Solomon Luna was among the
passengers to Hanta Ke yesterday.
Frank A. Hubbell has returned from
h visit of several diiys in Santa Fe.
Miss l.uella Abell left yesterday for
Pueblo, where she will visit relatives.
has returned
Miss Vera Graham
from an outing of ten days at the
Valley ranch.
h. Rradford
Governor
Knrnur
Prince, of Santa Fe, was in the city

Stock in

In

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet. RICHELIEU
GROCERY,
218 West Out ral Avenue.
118 W. Gold. Phone 235
FRANK TROTTER, Mgr.
Helwlg, manager
captain
LOCAL

Largest dumber of Hugs

WE POINT WITH PRIDE

rackcrs

spec-lai-

ty.

'

: K:nn:n

TIig

The finest asortment of

We are showing the most
line of footwear ever shown In the
city, at popular prleea. Values in every
pair. Children'K school shoes a
Fit and wear guaranteed.

--

JUST IN

.

!N FALL FOOTWEAR
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ALBUQUERQUE

Sheriff Montova. returned last night
from Hernullllo. where she attended
Madam Steward-Lam- b
the funeral of her grandmother, Mrs.
Paullta Lucero, aged 82 years, who
Acrriríllnflto Dr. Favette A. Jones,
BTKKKT,
BFX'ONO
SOUTH
210
expert and
died Tuesday und was buried yester--tn- e
Well knoWn mining
New
dav. The deceased had lived in
g(M,0glst. the grent meteor which fell
Mexico manv veas and was survived un Nhw Mexico Monday afternoon and
bv four sons and one daughter.
which struck the earth with such im- ANNOUNCES HEIt
Mr. and Mrs. Kdward Strausberg, paet as to shake houses in Santa Rosa,
ico.
e
citizens of Albuquerque, who(ftlou)j ue found within ten miles of
The Indies' Aid of the Presbyterian
social lived here during the 80's. will pass tnat town, probably to the north and
church will give an experienceevening
through Albuquerque tonight on their a jtte bit east. Dr. Jones believes
in the church parlors on the
will way to their home In California fromjtnat a careful search should discover
of September 9. Refreshment
the east.
the meteor and says that had he the
be served. Price. 25 cents.
Mr. A. Hosenfleld hat returned from time he would make the search him- W. K. Kelley, of Socorro, was in ACoyt:
mine,
in
way
a
St.
to
triD
Alvarado
to
the
on
his
self, since it is undoubtedly one 01
lbuquerque Thursday
can von. and he reports that much great magnitude and possessln great
Paul, where he goes as n delegate ote
made. He brought interest to the scientist.
from New Mexico to the meeting of progress ha been
of specimens, showing
Rr. Jones received the. following
the -- rand lodge of Odd Fellows, aback a number copper.
rich vein of
letter from F. C. Huell of San Pedro:
which convenes on September 16.
Owine to the conflict of dates, the
San Pedro. X. M., Sept. 10, 1907.
H Simpson, paint Inspector of
of camp (Ire which was to have been Prof. Jones.
the Pressed Steel Car company,
Dear Sir: Referring to the article
Pittsburg, Pa.. Is visiting In Albuquer- given bv the Women's Relief Corps
meteor was seen
que and is so much impressed with this evenine has been postponed In- In the Journal, the walking
near the
P" order of the president. hv a ladv who was
Die' business outlook of Albuquerque definitely
who died summit of the San Pedro mountains,
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,
thai he Is considering making this In The body of David Hanna,
very near her and apparently
a tent at Filth and New York
eliv his home.
:!M)
to10:00 P. M.
gulch,
Hev. Dr. J. C. Hollins officiated yes- nue, is still at Adams morgue. Under-- 1 falling Into the San Lazarus
be mistaken
terday afternoon at his residence. 411 taker Adams being unable to locate Inear its head. She asmay
disappeared
It
jas to its location
relatives of the deceased.
South Third street, at the marriage of theMr.
Mrs. J. H. Fessenden, ofjover the brow of the mountain, she
Mr Marlon Powe. of Silver City, and Tampa. and
Fia., who have been visiting not being on the extreme summit, but
Miss Kdllh Craig, of Durango, Colo.
&
seemed to fall where stateu. we A.
Mr. Powe is a well known cattleman Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Price, have re it
will look for it when we have time.
turned to their home.
of Grant county.
BIT
ELL.
C.
T.
DKAl.KKH IN
The First regiment band will play
Florence Picaril, the
Pi"This letter," said Dr. Dr. Jones last
ball game
durinir the double-headdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
apwhich
have
others,
night,
"and
at Traction park Sunday afternoon.
caril, of Gallup, died yesterday mornW. N. Fulkerson, assistant superin- peared In the Morning Journal from Groceries and Provisions
ing at 1 o'clock in St. Joseph's sanisections of the territory condifferent
of
tendent of the southwest district
tarium, of peritonitis. The child hnd
to St. vinces me that this meteor must have
been 111 for some ten days, and an op- the Hradstreets office, returned
size and that It
hfn of extraordinary
The Louis. Mo., yesterday, via Kl Paso.
FINEST
a vii utiTKIt MEATS.
eration failed to save her life.yestervery far from
fallen
have
cannot
special
deputy
Jr.,
Montova.
Gallup
Frank
to
IMl'oKTKU CANNKO WOODS
remains were taken
I took an observation
Rosa.
Santa
yesterday
sheriff,
San
for
Pedro
left
parents.
day by the
this meteor Imand the Manzano mountains on a with the transit onpassage
In connection with memorial servand located
mediately after its
trip.
many
business
churches
In
held
be
ices to
it at north 83 degrees and 15 min- 323 S. Second St. Phone 791
throughout the 1'nlted States next ingThe VV C. T. V. will hold a meetfirst I thought It must
J.
this afternoon at the home of Mrs, utes east. At just
Sund.iv In honof of the late Hev.
across the Sandia
have fallen
W T McNeil, former pastor of the learning, on F.ast Central avenue, at mountains, but since hearing that It THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
Ilaptlst church here., the following 2:30 o'clock.
east of the
C. N. McClintock, a clerk at the had been observed from
announcement has been made by Hev.
I). H. COUDIKK, Manager.
learning of the explo.
mountains,
and
store,
left
last
clothing
Albuquerque
Simon
Stern
of
the
Shaw, pastor
120 Went ííold Ave.
I
am
J
Rosa
Santa
at
shock
and
slons
church: "At the Haptlst rnur. n jmih- night for Springfield, Oo., called there sure It must have fallen very near
bv the Illness of his brother.
day. the 15th, at 11 a. in., the service!
Vaude- that a careful search Devoted exclusively
Maddock, W that town and ten
K. K. Hall. Theodore
sermon will be memorial In char- or ine
.
and
open
nortn
....
miles
of
,
radius
vllle,
j.wlll
iinn
.
,,v. . .,
- In honor of ttie former pnsioi J. KicKmun ent v.
fnti
I II W
VYII1
,
l in
J W T. McNeil. , f.very nieoi-- Is men irorn vt insiow, Arias., arrivm m ing with force enougn to snime
SEPT. 16.
night.
congregation
the citv last
her 'of' the Haptlst
would naturally bury itself MONDAY EVENING
Harrv F. Hrock and family, of Aden, very deep and Its discovery would be
urged to be present nnd the public Is
m.. left last night for Hluewater,
.
cordially Invlied. The suhect of the
great
interest turn vaiur.
M.. where they
have purchased of "This Usclentinc
.
memorial ndiliess will be "A Message
one of the two months 3
THREE SHOWS DAILY 3
future
pastor.
make
to
their
Shaw,
hind
exited
and
.1!.
J.
earth
from Pevoml."
when meteors are frequent, the apparAl-- I
at 2:?0 every anernoon.
Matinees
of
the
meeting
home
sun
installation
An
circuit around the
boys In Its running
&
Hrotherhood
Lindemann
In
The
I.earnard
the
lodge
of
2
belt
meteor
Into the
biioueniue
ently
2 SHOWS KVKRV KVKXING
again In November.
and
of L.'onintive Firemen and Engineers4 band held a rehearsal last night In September
Commencing
at
the music store on fSold avenue.
was held Wednesday afternoon from
Airsln the freouent meteors reported
T. f. lane, teuerai live siocs. '"anjsu(.n large ones as mis may nave
to 1 o'clock In mid fellows nan,pro--in1
8 O'clock and at 9:15
night
last
musical
nector. arrived here
rr,m.nu. from the comet which has been
w hich a most enjoyable
Katherlne
by
MifS
Doors open 80 minutes earlier.
oallun.
gram was given
visiting us of Inte. Visitors of this
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Monroe, of Coun kind are always or interest ami
r
v.iuh ..f Mlildle nort. Iowa, who is vis
Mis cil (irove. Kas.. have arrived In the may look for more of them during
tlng AH)Uiiueriiie friends, andAmong
fit v
LADIES' SOUVENIR MATINEE
Itelnwald. of All)iniuet(iie.
November."
Pang-bornOfficer Oeorge Hlghbargln returnthe guests were Mr. andD. Mrs.
Every Tuesduy and Friday at 2:30
Miller, Mr. ed to work last night, after being off
Mr. and Mrs. L.
3:45.
and
Mrs.
LADIES
dutv for several days on account of CROWDS OF
and Mrs. A. X. Allison. Mr. J.and
H.
Illness.
A C Culver. Mr. ami Mrs.
Matinee, 10c 20n.
Admission.
of the
W. P. Johnson, president
AT ECONOMIST OPENING
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence SimAdmlHHlon. Evening. 10c. 2Uc. 30c.
and
Mr.
company,
returned
Marsh.
Mrs.
American Lumber
mons. Mr. and
Slew-alast night from Santa Fe.
Mrs K. S. Shepard. Mesdanies
Mrs. Bvron H. Ives, who has been
Strickland, Matheson, Clark
Doyle. Turner. Johnson and visiting In New York during the sum- - Illg Store TaeUetl All Day and Durlne
iimnr.
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Drop In ami 'see It work, net'
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all comerá as ouvenlra and a first
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Allan M. Olmsted, La Kor. N
Mn lirt ami .luva Coffees,
liiaa orchestra atatloned In the writ
Yes, we nlil at 40 cents, If
ing room, played during' the afternoon
nnd evening.
you pay more you pay too
FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD
. The crush wna chiefly In the milli-n.r- v
J. W. BENNETT
nitii'h..
very
nwwhere
the
riennrtment.
and
ItM N. FIKMT HT.,
jest creations from New York and Chi
cago were shown. The rcconomisi mi
HKAtKJt AKTKRa FOR
FIRST. CLASS SERVICE
minie a apeciai rrori 10 popularize inr
NAVAJO BLANKF.TN ANO
mllllnerney department thl. year and
OOIR.
INIJMN AND MKXHAN
at
story
the whole front of the aerond
to feminine headgeur,
over
given
Is
718
AVE
Phone
LEAD,
420 W.
CASH
a bewildering array of beautiful crea
tlon being shown,
One needed only the comments of
OPPOSITE roSTOI'FICE.
the ladlea to be convinced that the
a
attractive
was
millinery
about
Just
PALACE.
THE DIAMOND
STEVENS, EICHAR and CO.
xa millinery could be. Aa usual the
absolutely
Its
Is
date.
to
Kronomlst
-- rmiMNo
cejttraij
.Watch' Us Grow-fell offerings of dress goods,
AVIuXCE.
clothes, suits and cloaks .1
'
"H
Urge and complete, erry1nt
Mall order filled. Rend na your re
Watch Oar Business Methods WI.
'
la
store
styles.
The
shades
and
latest
work.
pair
a credit
to AII)uiiro,ue and one
of which any city might ba proud.
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tlS)ftg
Wall Paperíí

Clarkville
Coal Yard
All kinds of cml and wood.

old-tim-

Fall

I

New Stock

JOHN S. BEAVEN.

at the

PHONK 4.

ALBUQ VERQUE LUMBER CO

i

Opening:

Co.

Lommori

er

,l,.

.,.

11

lt--

-

MII.IAVOOI).

WOOD.

MOl'NTAIN

W.

L

LIVERY, FEED AND LI VERT STABLES
I'.rst Class Turnout! Bt
Reasonable Rutes.

Fine Registered Angora Bucks
F O It SALE
grade and registered

I bare some blub
Bark for sale, ranging la age from eighteen
Also some high
months to four rears.
grade and registered does. Trices glten
McCHARl,
B.
M.
application.
Ban Murelal, New Meiteo.
STRICTLY

105 North Firm Street.
Everything carefully sterilized.
sell the Liquid Head Iiest.

( l.KAN GAS CORK,

VAINMNDRUGCO.

KM

Cold Soda

Pure Drugs.
A

NATIVE

Full Lin of Toilet Articles
SECOND AND GOLD

W.

H,

K1NDI.1NO.

HAHII&GO

TKI.K

I'll ONE

81.

KELEHER

Saddlery, Leather,
uuranteed,
tnlforin IlarncM, Saddles,
Findings, l'aliita.
and iulck Hervlce.
Before buying; examine our gooda and
J. H. COLLINS,. Proprietor.
prices and nave mo: y.
21.
1'IIONK
a,03 EAST IKON AVEMK.
408
WEST
OENT1UL AVENUE
tilve me a trial.
Work

Clan

I'rU-e-

ITU ING COAL,

s

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

WAGNER.' HARDWARE CO.

Fourth and Central Avenue.

Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.
Dealers

Stoves ejnd Ranges

H.rdwre,

SlitM-tnake-

In

We Carry a Full Line

I--

nue
uac hlluioij

"

ni...

M'T,

THOS. F.

COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,

ílnit

P. Matteucci

r...

Fl'BNACE,
MIXKII,

I

TRY

rt

lrsi-cliiH- N

AMKKK AN BLOCK,
KKlUl.l.OS M .MI',
ANIJ'llKAt 1TE,

Silver Avenas.
Half Block from Banta Fe Depot
GEORGE E. ELLIS. Proo.

F. PAGEL, Proprietor.

Pro-hósk- a.

u

FOB CASH ONI.V

Hotel.

European

UOOll,

SANITARY

UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,

e.

Shi-iiar-

COAL

Albuauerque's Finest

North Second Street

S.

a

M

The HOTEL CRA1GE

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

Telephone

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Use Morning Journal Want Ads

KINUI.INO.

--

n.

as

--

AMKKK AN B1.IK K.

v

j

Marquette Avenue,

First Street

ull sizes.

ANTHRACITE

.

i

ft

Just Received

Gracnito

WeA.ro.-Xrockery---GlesLSSw-

aro

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

I

We Have In Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.
ALL' WORK ENTRUSTED TO US WILL RECEIVE OUR BEST ATTENTION.
.

I

B

riTiinñSsl

i

ft.

rd

....!

w- --.

f.

"

SPOT

ready-'to-we-

..
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-

WHITNEY

-

-

7
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aiiiTrmiTiieaiiiw'yn'im
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!

113, 115, 117 South First Street.

IÜUU

MATO WARE"
I.

t

.J

RETAIL

úü

ri

401 , 403 North First Street.

WHOLESALE

STORE

it--

I

I

1

Arms and Ammunition; Mail orders Solicited.

